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肌 聽 K s H 副 
LING NAAM HOK HAU 
ITS GROWTH AND OUTLOOK 
,China is the Key to the Future of the World，，一 
J O H N H A Y . (^义才 g % t t C ^ ) '£ 9 '^  一 ；弓 ^ 广] 
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To the Trustees of Canton Christian Coll<>ge, 
r??~SSSF 
LtSS2s^^HSHs==f^r=^=^ 
therein noted. Hence in lieu of a reDort fo r l g r G ^ l S ; ^ ;:»^.tl t t ? � gress smce has been even more marked than 
SSP::b==fedH^SSSSSSSS Respectful ly submitted. • CHARLES K. EDMUNDS, 
President of tha Collcgt 
New York, 
Apr i l 11, 1919. 
the I t r : : ! f : ; : e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ the Trustees, Apr i l 11, 1919, a„d its publication connnitted to the Secretary of 
1 HENRY GRAxNT, Secretary. 
IMRSK OF A NEIGHBORING VILLAGK 
ri<:WAY T() THK XKAH-HV l^VK PllOKXIK Vir.LACK 
A CANTON SALT JUNK. 
These occaii-jioiii^ junkt^ arc siiuilar to the caravel in wliicli Colunibus crossed llie Alluiitic seckiii^ Chiiia, bul faiiliug America instead. The 
great eye al the j>row ciiubles llie bhijt lo “we’，ilb way. 
~ > ) 
THE PROBLEM OF CHINA 
The problem of China_is a world problem, culturally as well as 
commercially. 
The knowledge, morality, comfort and organization of the Chinese 
people are all below tlie level which might be attained through greater 
educational effort in their behalf, and while the timeliness of such an 
effort is largely independent of the present crisis in Chinese affairs, it 
is greatly emphasized by the special conditions now existing which affect 
the whole international situation. 
China is destined to become one of the foremost producing nations of 
the world, a vast market, a huge stabilizing, peaceful power if allowed 
to develop her great wealth in her own way. Western nations having 
forced their intercourse oii China liave now the responsibility to safe-
guard her iii(lepentlence and the best interests of the Chinese people as 
well as to look after the development of trade. 
The world will profit greatly by events in the Far East if they result 
in bringing China into the front rank of human progress, free to be 
herself, and free to join in making the history of the next hundred years, 
and to supplement, with all of good there is manifest or dormant in her, 
the strength and goodness of the West. 
The shortest road to a partial success in this endeavor fo preserve free 
nationality in Asia is the development of China's material resources, 
which will not only enricli China and tlie world, but will help to arouse 
the people from their age-long sleep, antl tu create a sense of nationhood. 
But China's indepeiulenoe should concern her friends in the West 
chiefly because such independence is essential to something far more 
important: true freetlom of the Chinese people. The dormant powers 
now awakening in this race and promising such a future for it in the 
c(>tnniercial and political affairs of the world demand imperatively that 
tliere be set in rnotioii. side by side with this material transformation, 
f"rces far nioiv siihlle that shall bring about a true renaissance of the 
nation by iiifliiendng profoundly the intellect antl the soul of the race. 
Only so <*aii China be speedily brought into full possession of her place 
amoiiiT tlie nations. 
,一 
Tliis nation, whose past achievements rank among the wonders of 
history, this ancient and largest of all the nations, lies helpless among 
the Powers of the present day, surviving through the protection arising 
from the balance of competitive interests of the larger Powers, and yet 
subject to the aggressions of a comparatively small and poor neighbor. 
Tlie reason for this is complex but the solution is clear. The intro-
duction of foreign capital and the internationalization of foreign interests 
in a cooperative spirit with China and the supervision by a League of 
Nations constitute the chief hope at present as regards China's foreign 
relations and even as regards her internal development. The funda-
mental element in all this from the Chinese side is the more general 
education of the people to give the background for progress and the 
training of native leaders upon whom must rest the responsibility for 
carrying out in detail such plans as may be formed for the alleviation 
of present conditions. 
To train these leaders in situ, without loss of connection with China.' 
for they need to know China as well as Western science and institutions 
and methods, is one of the reasons for maintaining missionary colleges. 
Mere education in the science of the West, mere contact with western 
civilization, commerce, railways, telegraphs, mines, etc., cannot be 
expected and are not calculated to regenerate China, because they have 
no direct moral or spiritual value, and the Chinese have never been 
profoundly moved by other than moral and spiritual forces. 
Education which deals only with coordinated physical or mental facts, 
conducted however thoroughly, has not proved adequate for the regula-
tion of conduct. It leaves man's highest nature unsatisfied, almost 
untouched. It is imperative in the present intellectual and material 
awakening that full advantage be taken of the critical state presented by 
this transition, in order to gain for Christianity its rightful place among 
the educated men of the rising generation. 
At the same time care must be taken to avoid repetition of the unwar-
ranted conflict between science and religion. Our instruction must be 
su.ch that these two departments are not regarded as antagonistic, but 
Sm^Mi^E^^. 
PASSAGE BOATS OF THE CANTON DELTA. 
‘，?res of these J i i ^ l y flecorated three-sloried l,oats are lowed by steam launches throughout the Canton delta, where the waterwavs, artificial and 
imtural，are as frequent as the cross road.s of an An,erican (ouiity. They carry over two hunHrefl passenper8 in addition to considerable f rc i - l i t . 
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七 Canton, the capital of Kwangtung Province and the metropolis of South 
China, lies on the north bank of the Pearl River, ninety miles northwest 
of Hongkong, and has a population of approximately 2,000,000, The 
College is two miles from the city, south of the River, 'hence has all the 
advantages of proximity to a large city, with plenty of land obtainable 
f,or the proper development of all departments of a future university. 
School discipline is more easily maintained and the conditions of air and 
surroundings are in every way more healthful and under better control. 
as supplementary, not only in affecting daily life and conduct, but as 
revelations of the character and purposes of God. We must, also, avoid 
the tendency to impose a system which is the outgrowth of western 
civilization without due regard for the oriental character and mode of 
thinking. 
Much of the prejudice against missionary work has doubtless been 
due to its connection in many instances with a dogmatism which happily 
has been and is being largely eliminated by the broadening of education. 
Missionary education should be characterized by the broadest possible 
horizon, adapted to China's present situation, yet with distinct reference 
to her future welfare and that of the world as influenced by her: with 
the utmost care it must look to the moral development of tlie people, 
for such faults as the Chinese have can be eradicated by education, in 
the broadest sense of that term. Both the strength and the weakness 
of China emphasize the necessity of bringing those influences to bear 
upon her which will align her with the progressive nations whieh are 
CHIEF AREAS RELATED TO CHRISTIAN COLLEGE CENTERS 
IN CHINA 
Canton is the educational center of fifty millions of people. 
working for the higher development of the whole human race. 
The wide diffusion of Christianity in its best form will not suddenly 
introduce the millennium into China, for all intermediate stages must 
be passed through before the goal is reached, but it will for the first 
time in Chinese history, realize the motto of the ancient Tang repeated 
so impressively iii more recent days by Chang Cliih Tuiig: "Renovate, 
Renovate the people."' Thus alone can the country be adapted to the 
altered conditions brought about by the impact of Western thought. 
Christianity has been tried as yet upon a small scale only, but has 
already brought forth fruit after its kind. When it shall have been 
thoroughly tested ancl have hacl opportunity to develop its potentiali-
ties in a manner specially adapted to the situation, it will give to China 
intellectually, morally and spiritually the long needed motive whit.h 
will both generate and sustain the renovation to be desired. 
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THE BUND AND HARBOR AT CANTON. 
From the top of the Missions BuHding one looks downstream on the Bund, which, together with the hotels, restaurants clepartnienl mc,re. i.. 
:、卞二?:: ? ^ 二 = ? ^ 1 : 二 : � 1了 ?職严 \^« t l . last fifteen years, and on the eaLrn half of the harbo； with i t ^ J = = : ^ �川 
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HA-TO VILLAGE, NORTHEAST OF THE CAMPUS. 
This villa<re of eight hundred inhabitants is seen f rom the College over rice fields and vegetable gardens and lies half hidden anionj; the spreaclinj 
banvaiis and -raceful bamboos. A small day school is maintained in the village as a part of the extension work of the College. 
THE OPPORTUNITY 
Although the first modern schools in China were begun under mission 
auspices and some of the best educational institutions today are under 
mission auspices, the education of the Chinese is not the problem of the 
mission boards ； it is China's own problem. But in view of the immensity 
of the Government's task, the missions have an unprecedented oppor-
tunity to render a really great service to China. In view of the disturbed 
political conditions ever since the revolution of 1911, the Governmental 
effort at providing general education has, with a few exceptions, been 
very ineffective aiid the mission schools have even a greater opportunity 
today to help mould the educational system of China than was thought 
possible in 1911 when such a new spurt was taken under the First 
Republic in educational matters, the most marked advance since the 
eventful day in 1905 when a stroke of the Imperial pen abolished the 
old system of literary examinations and called for the establishment 
of modern schools throughout the land. 
The great handicaps in the Government's educatioiial work are the 
lack of funds, the lack of qualified teachers and tlie luck of boiiest and 
progressive administrators. An adequate appreciation of tlie function 
of education and tlie precise adjustment of the type adapted to the 
needs of the community and of the nation are also still to be achieved. 
It is for these reasons that mission institutions have had and are still 
to have a very great share in shaping the course of China's educational 
devel(»pnit'nt an<l to a large extent in Christianizing it. 
TO SERVE CHINA 
After several decades of diffused and experimental ministry, which, 
however, has been of great value and was even a necessary preliminary, 
the protestant missions are aiming to furnish China with a thoroughly 
standardized and coordinated system of Christian education, empha-
sizing quality rather than quantity, so as to provide educated leadership 
in the various professions and vocations, and an intelligent and reason-
ably educated Church membership and dependable citizenship who will 
constructively influence their community life. This is serving as a 
challenge and a corrective to the national schools of similar grade. 
The system of Christian education ranges from kindergarten to 
university, is widely spread throughout the country aiul heads up in 
several strategic centers. There are nine local Christian Educational 
Associations covering from one to three provinces each, and in turn 
affiliated with the Christian Educational Association of China with 
headquarters in Shanghai. 
A relatively small portion of the population of China is foun<l in 
the cities. Nine-tenths of the population live in the country or in 
relatively small aggregates, some in isolated homes, but generally clus-
tered in hamlets and villages. These afford a smaller working unit than 
�is usual in many other countries, and are the natural base upon which 
to start in the education of the common people of China, whereas the 
training of the leaders for that more general educational conquest can 
hest he done near tlie largest <-ilies. 
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ON THE B A N K S OF THE FAR-FAMED CHU KONG OR P E A R L RIVER. 
From under the ]ychee trees that fr inge the Collejje r iver f ront 
salt junk fleet f requent ly anchors in f ront of the College. 
THE EDUCATIONAL SITUATIOW IN KWANGTUNG 
Kwangtung province, with a population of thirty millions, altlio long 
famous for its political, commercial and industrial leadership, has 
lagged behind other parts of China in education. The lalesl available 
official statistilcs show that in 1915-16 there were 207,000 pupils in the 
government grammar school grades and that in 1917-18 there were 
7,600 boys and 257 girls in the government high schools and normal 
schools. The expenditure per year by the province is about eight cents, 
Chinese currency, per capita and less than twelve dollars per student. 
There is no government high school for girls. There is no government 
college, and the high schools for boys are many of them nol up to stan-
dard. The Canton Christian College is the only school in Kwangtung 
which is doing full standard college work. 
The Catholic Mission under the French Bishop reports sixty-seven 
schools for boys, thirty-nine for girls and one high school for each, but 
does nol ffive enrollments. The Sacred Heart "College" in Canlon 
looks northweat the Pearl River towards the eastern end of Canton. The 
enrolls over three hundred and carries ils students into liigh school 
grades. 
The data of Protestant Mission Schools except tlie Canlon Christian 
College for 1917 are as follows: 
Teachers: Chinese iiieii, 1,002; Chinese women, 474; foreign men, 
63 ； foreign women, 91. 
Students: Kindergarten thru grammar grades, boys, 16,500, girls, 
8,500; High School, boys 1,400, girls 300; College, boys 12; Normal 
Training, boys 87, girls 293; Theological, boys 326; Industrial, girls 92. 
The total number of students reported in these schools is about 
28,000. The Normal Schools and many of llie high schools are nol u[> 
to the standard, while the two “Colleges,’ are really only higli schools. 
A very large proportion of the educational work in the Government 
atid Mission Schools is in the Lower Primary Schools, grades 1 to 4, 
with about 185,000 pupils, and the Higher Primary Schools, grammar 
grades 5 to 7, with about 50,000 pupils, a total of 235,000 pupils as 
against say 10,000 students in high, normal and theological schools. 
8 
THE COLLEGE WATERFRONT 
! ^ 1 " � l ^ = f C r ^ ^ = t J i ^ r ^ r = r ; t > t � — e trees a n . look north a e r o , the river at Canton. land.narU, White Clou<l Moun-
In addition to the government and mission schools, there are an 
undeterminable number of private and clan schools almost exclusively 
teaching Chinese characters, reading and writing, tho some add arith-
metic and general knowledge and give a very good foundation training, 
fitting for higher grades. In these schools the number of pupils prob-
ably far exceeds 500,000，most of whom should be classified in the first 
four grades of school, tho no accurate data are available. 
The Kwangtung Christian Educational Association has recently 
formed a Union Board of Education for elementary schools, wliile a 
standing Committee of Middle School Principals is standardizing the 
work of high school grades. This Association has addressed itself to 
the task of coordinating all the educational work of the Protestant 
Missions in Kwangtung and has recognized the College of Arts and 
Sciences of the Canton Christian College as the apex of the Christian 
Educational System in that province. 
The good will of the government towards the College was evidenced 
in the appointment of Mr. Wing Kwong Chung, Dean of the College, as 
Commissioner of Education for Kwangtung from 1911-13, and by gifts 
to the College t'rom governors and other officials, and particularly last 
year by the grant of $10,000 from the Kwangtung Provincial Govern-
ment. 
Beginning with the founding of the “Anglo-Chinese College" at 
Malacca, when China proper was still closed to foreign teachers, it has 
taken over one hundred years of missionary work to reach the present 
stage; and we may expect it to take another generation or two of foreign 
aid and cooperation before in any measure our share of the work is 
done. 
The task falling to the Canton Christian College is to lead the way 
in the training of two hundred thousand teachers for Kwangtung and 
its connected populations. 
REV. ANDREW P. HAPPER, M.D. 
Founder and First President. Missionary to Chiiia, ]844-1891 . 
mennoriii�t<» Dr. ITapper is 7)r0])()sed to conini(;inoratr 1iis foresi|^lit 
jirlivili('s in founding llir Coll<'jre. 
A 
aml 
THK IIISTORy OF THE CANTON CHRISTIAN 
^ ( :Ol iK( ;E falls tiatiirally into three periods: 
‘ l n r e p i i ( ) i i , l{UTkl(m3: Organization. 1904-1918; and 
H<'alizati<>n, l(U() and l>eyoiid. 
PERIOD OF INCEPTION 
Tlie embryonic stage began in 1884 with the con-
ception 011 the part of two far-sighted members of the 
American Presbyterian Mission at Canton, Rev. B. C. 
Henry and Dr. A. P. Happer, that there should be established under 
Christian auspices a college of high standard to serve South China. In 
1885-87, Dr. Happer raised in America an initial fund of approximately 
$100,000, a very large sum in those days for higher education in China. 
In the latter year he received a remarkable petition signed by no less 
than 400 Chinese, including prominent officials, scholars, gentry and 
merchants of Kwangtiing Province, urging tliat the project be carried 
forward as rapidly as possible, so as to satisfy a long felt want. In 
another petition received in 1890, fifty-four pastors, licentiates, teachers 
and elders of all denomiiialions iii and near Canton urged that the 
College })e niairilainecl in Canlon to serve the Church as a whole, so the 
Trustees finally delermined to secure a permanent site in the vicinity of 
this ancienl "City of Rams,'' tlie second largest non-Christian city in the 
world. 
The College was incorporated iinder lhe Regents of the University of 
the State of New York, December 13, 1893, as “The Trustees of the 
Christian College in China," and for a time owned the property and 
carried on the boys' sclioo� of the Presbyterian Mission at Canton, 
pending decision as to tlic permanent location of the proposed higher 
institution. In 1899 a separale school was started on a wholly unde-
nominational basis which was moved to Macao during the Boxer 
disturbances and remained there four years while a beginning was made 
in the acquisition of small rice-fields, bamboo groves, ponds, and innu-
merable grave plots near Canton on which the College could be built. 
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WLN(; KW(>iNG CHUNG. CHINESE SECOiND DEGREE. 
Vice-President for Chinese VIFairs, 1 9 1 7 -
He;i(l of Cliim's<�DcpiirHiirtit. l()nU-3. Chinese Deaii, 19(W-l6. 
(lommissioiKT <“. K(hn-;itioii. Pr"viii<.<�"I. Kwaiifituii<：, 1911-l<)13. 
Stiiilv ii"<l J"raxel iti Aiiieri<;a. I*>13-1916. 
1 HE.XRY GRANT. 
Secretary aiul Treasurer of the Boanl of Tni.«tct*j^ 1 8 9 6 -
A voluntary worker vvlio has given liLs tinio, niotiev ;iu(l enerj:y. Uis 
faitli an.l fidelity havo nuule the Canton Christian f f o l l e p a p.:sil>ilitv 
aiul a realitv. 
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1304-
35 ACRES 
1911 (60 ACRESl AND 1918 (135 ACRES|, 
THI{EE MAPS ON THE SAME SCALE COMPARING LAND OWNED 
^ ! 二 = ; : 二 叩 = . & 广 ; ; ) : 二 二 = 」 二 = 二 h — deeds, while tW 1 . 1 8 „ ， i s . . e r ^ l,y over four thou.and deed, including 
niap the p"resent pennan.m hu l ^ ^ ^ r e i n d h '；^ alt o t L ^ f '""""'^> in le r l e redwi th the development of the cauipus. On the 1918 
^ravol.ill t<, ,lu. .as. l i d n / ^ lay«Ji n:ap on pa,.e 36. Theeampu. i . now completely c learedof graves and the 
nv<M- fn,nta,<. ”,. 1：.)«. |.et on L n th cl.：, . > X S^l e^""^^'^^ t" 1 隱 1 隱， i . now Colle,e ,>r<,perty. Tho 1 晰 of the ] • uu,> shows u 
FIRST BUILDING ON THE PRESENT SITE IN 1904. 
This temporary wooclen building, with another like it, in 1904 provided 
ftudent dormitories, (lining hall, class rooms, chapel, office, bookstore, 
instructors' quarters and mess hall, and residences for two families. 
H H M H M 
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CAMPUS IN 1907, LOOKING NORTHWEST FROM MARTIN HALL. 
In addition to the two buildings of 1904 there are shown a number of 
brick residences of temporary construction, which, tho still in 
fast being niacle unsafe by white ants. are 
D0n.riT0RY (73) 43 44 ^ARTix (61) G^AXT(63) R37 R1 R^ 0^ RH R7 R1() Su'vsEY(70^ 
SOUTHET^N HALF OF CAMPUS IN 1916, LOOKING EAST FROM DORMITORY 76 " 
All these brick aiul concrete buildings are located as shown on the plan on page 36. R preceding a number indicates a residence. 
KASTKRN BALF OF CAMP[iS IN 1918, LO()KTNG SOLTH BY EAST FROM HON(;K()N(; STF.AMI< 
l"catioa; ol' thcso buiMin-s iiiay I)<�n<.to.l on the laml nuip oppositr or lVoin tlir layout niap on pa-o 3(), wlnVli latU i.o"tui"s a niuiUTical ii"lc 
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TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION STAFF, 1 9 1 7 - 1 8 . 
Chinese, 51 Americans, 31 British, 2 Tolul, 84 
14 
m. 
sa 
f ^ 
T. S. Lw 
K. T. Tsut 
0. F. VVisxKit 
President, 1898-1907 
A. H. WooDs C. M. LEWIS 
\V. K. CiiuxG 
C. Y. Hui 
H. B. GnAYBILL C. K. Enj[uxns 0. D. WANXAMAKER 
ENTIRE FACULTY, 1903-4. 
Two Chinese members are absent from picture. 
The numerical growth of the faculty is about in proportion to the growth 
of the school. 
Following eight years of service as a missionary at Canton, during 
which period Dr. Wisner proved his value as an educator of high 
quality, he served for nearly five years as minister to a church in 
Southern California. In 1898 he accepted tlie presidency of the College, 
and entered enthusiastically upon the work of developing a college 
suitable to the times and local conditions calling for a high standard 
of Chinese scholarship, with all Western subjects in English. He took 
the lead in the development of textbooks such us "Beginning English,，， 
it"<l in broafleniiiH： tlie courses tauj^lit, aiid also encouraged the physical 
<levelopinent of the students. Professor Wannamaker guve a standard 
ainl character to the English teachinjj： which continues, Mr. Lewis to 
the physical development of the students and the business side, and 
Dr. Woods to scientific thoroughness. 
The period of organization began with the occupation in 1904 of the 
present site on the north shore of the island of Honam, two and a half 
miles east of the center of Canton City, the metropolis of Kwangtung 
Province, ninety miles from Hongkong, one of the great ports of the 
workl. In anticipation of this fixing of site, the corporate name was 
amended May 21, 1903, to "Trustees of the Canton Christian College." 
Perbaps the most striking feature of the institution since 1904 has been 
the rapidity of its growth. The campus has increased from thirty acres 
to over one hundred and thirty ； the two long wooden bungalows which 
provided temporary shelter for the whole institution in the first years are 
m>w supplemented not only by a score of other temporary buildings, 
many of which are of brick, but by twenty-five permanent fire-resisting 
and ant-proof buildings, with five more in course of construction. The 
stiiclent body has grown from sixty to six hundred and the staff from six 
Americans and six Chinese to thirty-one Americans, two British, and 
fifty-one Chinese (not counting the wives who do not teach). The budget 
of current expenses has risen from twenty thousand dollars Hongkong 
currency to over two hundred thousand dollars annually. Only one 
element lias failed to grow, the all important item of endowment; we had 
none in 1904 and we have almost none in 1919. 
Half of the budget for current expenses is met by student fees and 
rentals ； the remainder must be secured each year from generous indi-
viduals or supporting groups, Chinese or American. The investment at 
the College to date is about as follows: Grounds $80,000，Buildings 
$350,000, Equipment $35,000, or a total of $465,000 U. S. Currency. 
In view of the lower cost of buildings as compared with the cost in this 
country, this item corresponds to at least $1,100,000 in the U. S. A. 
The rapid growth and this substantial investment make even more urgent 
the securing of an adequate endowment. 
To carry the present work with all possible economies, gifts for 
general current expenses of $50,000 a year are required. For normal 
growth we should have $100,000 a year. With an endowment of 
$1,000,000 to safeguard our present work, we shall be enabled to go 
forward as rapidly as the conditions in China call for. 
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PERIOD OF ORGANIZATION 
^ i ^ 
GRANT H A L L - A D M I N I S T R A T I O N BUILDING. 
The building is the gift of Mrs. John S. Kennedy. The equipment is the gift of Mrs. A. F. Schauffler and the tower clock of Dr. J. Ackerman Coles. 
Grant Hall is 115 by 55 feet, built of red brick with inner walls of gray brick, wilh a green tile roof. Cement floors and stairs render the build-
ing safe f rom fire and white ants. 
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TEMPORARY L I B R A R Y ROOM IN GRANT HALL. 
Ill this corner of the room may be seen part of the 8,000 English volumes, 
to the left, a few of the 6,000 Chinese volumes. A complete catalog of 
Library of Congress cards for all books on China in European languages 
is maintained for research purposes whether the books are in the Library 
or not. Besides a large number of agricultural and other bulletins, the 
College is maintaining complete sets of several of the scientific journals. 
T�t is the aim of the College to be able to supply any book in English or 
CImiese that may be needed by teachers, students or residents of South 
Cliimi. Gifts of books, magazines or journals or for their purchase are 
requested; to prevent duplication, correspondence with the Librarian or 
tIie New York Office is suggested. 
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING. 
Gram Hall furnishes much neefled quarters to the officers of aflministra-
tio", who were formerly crowrled into nooks and corners in Martin Hall. 
1" thc basement are located the composing and press rooms of the Knipp 
AIr"mnal Press, the office of the Master BiiiIder, the office and sleepin<' 
quarters ot tlie Buyer, the Janitor's living quarters, storage for bu iWin : 
matonaLs aiul the College Store. On the first floor are situated the Librarv 
< ten^orar i ly ) , the office of the Dean of the College of Art8 aiul Sciences, 
t，e Bursar-s oifioe, the College Bank, the College Bookstore an<l the Po8t 
()ffioe. 
On the se(;on(l floor are located the President's ofrice, th<; olIi(;e of the 
Vice-President for Chinese A(lairs, the niu^^azine office, tlie faculty meet-
ing-room, the telephone exchange, the Resident Architect's office, th(; 
photographic room. 
y h e attic furnishes living quarters for tlie printers, a pIacc for the main 
water supply tank and storage spacc. 
SUNDIAL IN FRONT OF GRANT HALL. 
The loyalty of students and graduates to their Alma Mater is shown by 
the large number of Cuntoii Christian College C l u b s - " 4 C's"-a l ready 
formed 'in America, China and the South Seas, aiul by their substantial 
gifts. This sundial was the gift of a small class of Middle School graduates. 
SWASI:Y IIALL, STUDENTS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION BUILDING, FROM THE NORTHEAST. 
: ^ = = ¾ = = ¾ = = ; ^ i : ! ; i ; ; S r - t ^ S ( ^ t = = J l : = - — ' - — 一 r e -
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SWASEY HALL FROM THE EAST. 
The au(litorixim extends from the platform at the left to the front (loor.^ 
and is well l idited and ventilated. 
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S W A S E Y HALL AUDITORIUM. 
Ju the assembly hall, which seats 800, are held cluirch s<M-vioes, nioiniii|j; 
ohapel exercises, concerts, meetings aii<l entertainm<Mits of all kinds. 
CABINET STUDENTS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 
\lr. Ambrose Swasey, who is near the center ol group, inet the cabinet 
(lviriiig his visit to the College in 1917. 
TABLETS ON SWASEY HALL. 
In English 
"THIS BUILDING IS THE GIFT OF AM-
BROSE S W A S K Y , AN AMERICAN FRIEXD OF 
CHINA, ERECTED A. D. 1911." 
“TO DEVELOP MANHOOD, FOSTER FRIEND-
SHIP, SOLIDIFY CHRISTIAN CHARACTER, 
INSPIRE TO SFJlVICE." 
In Cliin<'NO from the Classics 
"Rl)UCATI()N' AIDED BY RELlGIOX SHAPES 
MKN FOR GOD'S SERVICE. " 
"HE WHO DISCERNS THE PRIN'CIPLES OF 
HEAVEX BECOMES THE LIGHT OF THE 
WORLD." 
STUDENTS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. 
The motto of the College for this year, "Education for Service," is exem-
pliliefl in the work of tlu' Stu<leiits Christian Association. 
The leaders an<l members enga|ie actively in personal work among their 
follow rttii(leiits. For numy years proaihiii|: ban<ls have ^oiie out oii Sun-
day af"teniooiis ainoiij： thc villaj:es. The Elementary School of the College 
was foiiiuled by the Students Cliristiaii Association and was largely <le-
velope<l under its carc, Night schools ure oonducted for the workmen 
jiii(l servants on the campus and for men and boys in a near-by village. 
Day 8cliools in three villa<:es an<l a Fanii School for village boys at the 
(^oilege are coiiduoted uiuler the auspH;es of the Association. 
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Above, SUB-FRESHMAN CLASS, 
1917-18. 
At the right, ENTIRE COLLEGE 
STUDENT BODY, 1903-4. 
To continue the above class thru 
College there should be built at 
once a Science Building and a Col-
lege Dormitory. Scholarship aid 
should also be available for some 
of these students. 
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BOYS OF THE FARM SCHOOL. 
In Swasey Hall, under the auspices of the Students Christian Association, 
a College student is teaching village boys to play, an important "subject" 
in their education. 
THE BEGINNINGS OF THE MUSEUM. 
The museum, tho still small, has been a source of instruction and pleasure 
to the students and their friends. 
PALM TREES IN FRONT OF MARTIN HALL. 
Native and foreign trees are being systematically set out on the camp119 
as rapidly as fundfl will allow. 
ENTIRE STUDENT BODY IN 1900. 
Nineteen years is a brief tiine for the scli(>ul to grc)w to 
clred and six Rtiidentfi. 
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SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS IN FRONT OF MARTIN HALL IN 1917-18 . 
The Secondary School is m n on a miHtary basis so as to inculcate obedience, promptness and concerted action as well as to provide physical de-
velopment. In the upper gradea the dril l is by means of a military battalion, while Boy Scout work is conducted in the lower grades. 
Cornpare the size of this school alone with the size of the entire student body in 1900 (picture on opposite page). 
2] 
NEW Y O R K CHAPTER, CHINESE GENERAL ASSOCIATION. 
Chapters of the Chinese General Association of the Canton Christian Col-
lege have been formed in many centers in Canada and the United States 
and their members have loyal ly aided the College. 
A most encouraging feature of this period of organization has been 
the cooperation of the Chinese. Of the thirty permanent buildings, 
ten have been given by Chinese, while during the past seven years as 
much money for all purposes, current expenses as well as buildings, 
has been received from Chinese sources (including tuition fees) as from 
America. Twice, since the great war unbalanced everything and Ameri-
can contributions to the College fell to lialf their former rate, the stu-
dents have voluntarily and enthusiastically conducted local campaigns 
and in ten days collected individual subscriptions of small sums, wliich 
totaled in 1915 seventeen thousand dollars Hongkong currency and in 
1918 twenty-seven thousand dollars, to be applied to current expenses. 
Without these student campaigns the institution could nol have met its 
obligations. Bul such efforts cannot be relied upon too often and from 
American friends more adequate help should come in behalf of stu-
dents who thus have proved their worth. When in the earlv summer of 
1918 a chapter of llie American Red Cross was formed iii 
Canton, overy studout aiid cvcry Chiiicse iiistnirtor in llio 
Caiiloii Christian College l>ecuine a paying iiieml)or ol llie 
A niericaii Red Cross. 
Besides organizati(nis of former stiulents in Canlon. 
Hongkong, Saigon and Peking, the Canlon Cliristian (lol-
lege Cliib of Norlli America includes soine seveiitv-fivc alcrt 
nieml)ers. These groui)s have done niiicli in s<M-urin<^  friciid^ 
for llie College as well as ])y conlrilmlions in inoiicy. 
Chapters of a Geiieral Association of Cliiiiese friencls and 
supporters have been established in China and in lhirly-six 
cities of North America, including sucli cenlers as Saii Fran-
cisco, Chicago, Philadelphia, New York, Boston. MoiilreaL 
Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver. In lhe vear 1916-17 
the membership fees of this Chinese Association in Nortli 
America amounted to $6,400 and were applied lo llie cur-
rent expenses of the College. 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE—STUDENTS' CAMPAIGN, 1915 . 
This committee directed the student camj>ai<in for current expenses. 
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CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE CLUB, PEKING. 
Former students of the College at a reunion in Peking pledged 
their support. 
INFIRMARY FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF. 
T!ie Infirmary, 74 by 40 feet, was the gift of Ying Piii Ma in honor of hia 
\^ife. The equipment was provided by the Hongkong Branch of the 
General Association. 
YING PIU MA OF HONGKONG. 
Mr. Ma, the John Wanamaker of China, as the head of "The Sincere 
Company," operates large department stores in Shanghai, Hongkong and 
Canton. Mr. Ma is a far-aighted, broad-minded Christian gentleman and 
a generou8 supporter of the College, of which he became a Trustee in 
1918. 
HONGKONG CHAPTER, CHINESE GENERAL ASSOCIATION. 
The executive committee of this chapter was formed in 1915 at a meetiii^ 
attended by President Edmunds and Dr. Woods. On the committee are 
Mr. Ma and Mr. Chan, the first graduate of the Middle School. 
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SKCONI) D01l.MIT01lY BuiLDIXG NEWEST DORMITORY, BUILDING No. 76. 
Each dormitory accommodates about 100 
students and three teachers 
CHINESE P A R T I C I P A T I O N IN MAINTAINING CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. 
'l'E.^ I I'OU.VRV DlXIXC. HAI, 
Analysis of Receipts from Chinese Sources, 1917-18 
Hkg. Cur. 
Tota� Receipts f rom A l l Sources S308,792.00 (a 80 
Chinese Gifts to Current Account S41,036.00 (7, 80 
Chinese in U. S. A., S7,106 � 
Chinese in Asia, S6,226, General 
Chinese in Asia, S27,704, Student "Drive" 
Chinese Gifts to Building and Equipment 
Accounts 61,970.00 (Tf 
Total Chinese Gifts, 1 9 1 7 - 1 8 . . . . $103,006.00 (a 
Student Fees 119,978.00 (g； 
80 
80 
80 
U. S. C u r / 
S247,034.00 
S32,829.00 
49,576.00 
S82,405.00 
95,982.00 
Partial Statement of Receipts from Chinese, 1918-19 
Up to March 31, 1919 
(Fiscal Year eiuls .1 une 30 ) 
Curro.nt Account: 
Hkg. Cur. 
Gifts in Asia S14,000.00 
Gifts in U. S. A 6,600.00 
S. Cur. 
Total Gifts S20,600.00 
Student Fees �56,(10().00 
S176.600.00 
Building and Special Funds 37,300.00 
Total from Chinese Sources in 
1 9 1 7 - 1 8 (one year) $222,984.00 @ 80 = S178,387.00 
Total paid to March 31, 1 9 1 9 . . 
Promised A p r i l 5, 1919 , f rom Singa-
pore S70,0()0.00 = 
S213,900.00 
50,000.00 
1 5 ) ^ 1 5 ^
 h @包 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
80 
S16,480.00 
124,800.00 
S141.230.00 
29,840.00 
S 1 7 1 , 1 2 _ 
40,000.00 
S. gold==S1.00 H o n , . o n , Cu.rency. ^ 3 , 9 0 _ @ 80 = S211 ,120 .00 
= 二 二 ： ： ^ - ' 一 A" of ‘ 二 = 工 2 i ; ^ > z s r : r = ! ^ ^ j ^ f e ^ 
* At the average rate f o r the year of 80 cents U. 
Considering the purchasing power of their money 
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Buii.inxG Xo 
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Caivt()n harbor and the city rnay be seen in the 
distance over the dining hnlI 
THIRD DORMITORY, BUILDING No. 75. 
:riie fonr dormitories in the Secondary Sfh(x)l group have averagtd about .$33,000 Honir-
koiig currency each, und have all been dven by the Chinese. ^ 
CHINESE PARTICIPATION IN 
Year Total Receipts 
U. S. Gur. 
1 9 1 3 - 1 4 S92,980 
1914^15 107,656 
1 9 1 5 - 1 6 108,202 
1 9 1 6 - 1 7 110,000 
1 9 1 7 - 1 8 154,396 
MAINTAINING CANTON 
Chinese Sources 
U. S. Cur. 
S35,288 
CHRISTIAN COLLEGE 
54,434 
53,944 
60,000 
114,374 
Chinese resident in U. S. A. and Canada have contributed in small sums 
a total of S6,400 U. S. Cur. in 1 9 1 6 - 1 7 and §5,700 in 1 9 1 7 - 1 8 
Chinese contributions, 1908-1918’ in addition to student 
amounted to $163,245 U. S. Cur., of which S64,234 has gon< 
expense and $99,011 into buildings. 
fees, have 
to current 
Student Campaigns. As already noted on pa<re 22, the 8tiident body has 
twice come to the help of the t rus tees in meeting the budget. The §17 -
000 aiul $27,000 secured in 1915 ainl 1918，respectivelv, bv local student 
eanipaipis are included in the above receipts froin Chinese sources. In 
comparison with the purcliasing power of their r n o n e y fo r living expenses, 
C. C. C. students are paying a higlier rate for their tuition tha^i students 
in American colIcges, yet more apply and qual i fy for entrance than can 
be accommodated in the dormitories. Even the attics of tlie dormitorie8 
are occupied. 
m 
Buildings given by Chinese: 
Four Dormitories, at $33,000 Hkg. each (average) . . 
One Dormitory (under construction) (not counted 
previous paragraph) 
Two Elementary School Cottages ！'. ••: : : 
Elementary School Central Hall  
Student Inf irmary und Equipment  
Guest House (promised) (not counted in previous para 
graph) 8,000.00 
Hkg. Cur. 
$132,000.00 
50,000.00 
12,000.00 
8,000.00 
16,000.00 
Note� on rate of exchan^^ lte.ns originatm^ in Hongkong currency h a v e been transformed into [J. S. 
llie peno(l covered a Hongkong ilollar has been worth f rom 75 to 93 cents, U. S. currency. 
�ol(l at 50, tlio <lurinj 
S226,000.00 
tlie latter part of 
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1917 ON THE LATTER-S 
Canton, Cliina, Apr i ] 7, 191' 
FACSIMILE OF GOVERNOR CHU'S A U T O G R A P H I C GREETING TO PRESIDENT EDMUNDS IN 
. D E P A R T U R E FOR AMERICA. 
Translation of Letter from Governor Chu Enclosing Check for $1,000. 
L lv. Edmunds, President Canton Christian C o l l e ^ , Honglok, Canton. 
d<>ar President: 
the ^ = L l e I r 2 a = i e p I e ; > : u r ^ ^jsitin^^ your institution on several occasions, and I have observed that orderliness and decorum pervacle 
^ t _ p ^ ^ _ S ^ _ _ P S S 2 
to e 4 = r = ' o n l ! Z u V r g a f , y r e natives of the province of which I have the honor 二 二 二 「 二 : 二 二 二 I feel it my duty 
n t e r ^ r o f tlfe CV2<^. l l ？' T ^ � [ ^ ^ ^ ' " " ^ ‘ ‘ o"r heart fe l t gratitude. Hearing that vou are about to return to J r = : : in ^ 
: ; = : t ^ \ w v ^ i i t ^ t r / : , : L t t e ^ t d t o ， - in writing o u , deep appreciation of your s e r - / t o = ; : ( ^ 
of se^cing von and r e L i v i n g yo^!ns^truct ion ^^°""'『咖"1 as soon as possible to Canton «o that we may often have the pleasure 
With high regards, . Yours very respectful ly . 
“ S i ^ e d i CHU CHINO-LAN, Civil Governor of Kwan<rtnng Province. 
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REMOVING GRAVES FROM COLLEGE CAMPrS , 1917. 
On the 1911 Land Map (pajre 12) the white plots indicate fjrav(' laml 
mostly that the owners were umviIliiij; to sell or w(�i<�hoMhj.r for u 
higher price. By the lieIp of Governor Clm, iii connertion witli tree-
Pianting on Arbor Day, 1917, the College was able to buv this land. The 
descendants carefully remove<l the bones in pots to another burial place. 
ARHOR DAY fNA[ ( ; r R VTF.I) B\ (；()\ \<A\M)n ( : m . 
By plantinji a majinolia t r (�(�on tl - Coll<，<>ain|>iis with his ,>��" lum(ls 
he showed liini^elf as bdoiigi"^ to lhc iit��v type of leadrrs, siiicc no Icatler 
of the okl school would have cle<:ra<le(l hiiuseir bv nianiial labor. 
HIS EXCELLENCY CHING LAN CHU, CIVIL GOVERNOR OF 
KWA\GTUN(；, l91 .v l917. 
Progressive, Denioi ratic, Honest. Counsellor and Patron of Canton Chris-
tian Collejre. 
Uiuler Goyeruor Chu's in.-piration. on Arbor Dav, 1917, six otlier 
ofIu�mls joined liim 川 co.Uributin- S1,()0() (Hon-kon-'eurrenrv) each to 
tno current expenses of tho Collojvo. ‘ 
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A third noteworthy characteristic of tliis period of organization is that 
the institution was practically forced to become coeducational, as it now 
is in all grades. While continuing to have girls as well as boys in the 
elementary school and to keep the secondary school open for girls who 
prefer this type of institution, it is now proposed to refrain from devel-
oping a s^eparate secondary school for girls and to back the True Light 
Middle School for Girls already fairly well developed under the auspices 
of tlie American Presbyterian Mission, on the condition that they offer 
adeqnale preparation for entrance to our College of Arts and Sciences 
and direcl girls desiring to pursue collegiate studies to the Canton Chris-
tian College, in which, as the number of women increases, courses espe-
cially adapted to their needs will be developed and in due time a separate 
College for Women be established, although for some time the numbers 
will be far too small to warrant such a step. At present there are about 
forty girl students in the whole institution, of whom only one is in the 
College proper, though in previous years six other girls have been regular 
students in this department. Experience in the secondary grades has 
shown that the girls are very close competitors of the boys in point of 
scholarship. 
WEST END OF HOSPITAL BUILDING, TEMPORARILY THE 
(; iRLS' DORMITORY. 
The provision of a pennanenl dorinitory for the i^rls< (estimated to cost 
S.")(),()()() Honj!;kon[; currency) woul<l enable the College to care for them 
inorc adequately und wouk1 release thc hospital building for niedicaI work 
among the 100,000 villagers in its "parish." 
GIRL STUDENTS OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL AND THEIR 
TEACHERS, 1918. 
The political equality of men and women was recognized by the Chinese 
at the beginning of their Republic. The College will continue to see that 
young women and young men have the same educational opportunities 
in Canton. 
STUDENTS, GIRLS AND BOYS, ON AN EXCURSION. 
Parties of student8 are frequently taken to points of interest l>y tlieir 
teachers. Supervised instruction in social l ife is as mucli needed as any 
other subject in the courae. 
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STUDENTS AND TEACHERS DIGGING THE SWIMMING POOL 
?tu(lents of all schools and teachers, both American and Chinese, toiled 
' " t ， m u ( J and clay to make this pool, which is the northwest quarter 
ot the pool on the plan on page 36. 
OPENING OF THE SWIMMING POOL, MAY, 1916. 
J"�“I' l i”( )�" to the opportunity of learning to swiin, the students enjov 
tiie pool .luruig the hot mouths, particularly those who helped to (lig ii. 
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SECOiNDARY SCHOOL GIRLS AT PLAY. 
The girls eiijoy long walk、（ volley ball, ^yninasiuni aml other gaziies as 
miich as the boys. 
In accordance with Dr. Happer"s ori^anaI intention ancl for tlie reasons 
set fortli in previous rep<.rts on tlie language problem, English is the 
medium of instruction for all modern subjects beyond the second year 
of the secondary school. At the same time a high standard in Chinese 
subjects is maintained and all students are required to study Mandarin, 
wliidi is also employed as the medium of instruction for some of the 
courses such as the Geography and the History of China. 
Three elements of modern education are so entirely novel in com-
parison with the old style and are now of such recognized importance 
tJiat a brief mention will suffice to indicate the special emphasis they 
recdve in the Canton Christian College and other progressive schools in 
China: The Natural Sri(mres. Mnnual Training- and Athletics. 
In endeavoring to introduce ancl develop interest in manual training, 
it has been necessary to proceed wisely, in view of the traditional antip-
athy toward anv sort of manual work on the part of the scholar class. 
BiU that the movement has been crowned with abundant success is evident 
fn^m the spirit exhibited by our students in digging a large outdoor 
swimmin- poo! two years ago. a tremendous undertaking involving daily 
participation iii dirty work whidi covered m()re than a year. Rich and 
poor, jrirKs as uell as bov8. old-style teachers as well as returned students 
from America, all joined iii the uork. This result was not siiddenlv 
attaiiied biit was tlie ciiIminution of a sequence of many steps calculated 
to overcome traditional prejudice. And in all of this, cooperation or 
exiiiupIe Oil tlir part of tlie Aiiiericari instructors has been a leading factor, 
imlee(l, iii tlie dij^-iii- of lhe pool some of the American women of the 
caiiipiKs t(n)k acti\ e part . 
.L 
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STUDENT GARDENS UNDER SUPERYISIO.N OF THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. 
Each student in the upper class of lhe Secondary School conducts a small garden as part of his regular science work. Fifteen years ago it was 
(le<'raflins for a student to do any manual work. . 
Oiudoor gaines were, of coiirse, introduced al lhe verv inauguration of 
the institution and naturally the long finger nails and llie long gowns were 
not long in coming off >vlien once tbe�vearer actively participated in a 
game of"associatioii fool-hall. Tliat was the first slep;otlier athletic forms 
were readily developed and tlie total effect of such in opening the mind 
as well as tlie pores lias been of untold vahie. 
In the line of manual training, more properly speaking, advantage was 
taken of the traditional reverence for the written and printed "character" 
and clemenlary practice in type-setting and printing was inlroduced as 
the thill edj^ e of tlie wedge. In due course this was followed l>y required 
work ill carj>entry. Imnkel and ratlim work, and then later in j;ar(lening— 
all in ibe secondary sclio(»l, wliile in lhe college grades proper nearly 
tlie whole time assigned lo science courses is spent in lal)oralory and field 
work. 
Somewhat related lo the same principle underlying this atliletic and 
manual work is that involved in mililary drill. Nol only is tlie discipline 
of tlie Secondary School conducted on a military basis but military as well 
as physical drill is required. In tlie College of Arts and Sciences tliere 
is no required military drill but a vigorous volunteer corps lias been 
formed enlirelv on the initiative of the students. 
COLLEGE VOLUNTEER CORPS. 
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Tli<' lrainiiig of the hand is eveii inore iniportiiiit tliaii iri America. Most 
of thet>c l)<>ys had iiover before eveii hel<l ii huiumcr, saw or screw-driver 
ill tlioir haiiil.�. 
VOLLEY BALL M A l C H 
This game, a splemlid one for a large number of players in a limited 
space, develops team play, quick thiiikiii^ an(l alort actioii. 
'M 
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL MATCH BETWEEN THE COLLEGE AND ST. PAUL'S COLLEGE, HONGKONG 
Next to tennis, this is perhaps the favorite game in the Orient. Every 8tuclent is expected to take part in some form of athletics. 
^^^:^fm^^:^ 
s : ^ S S # ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' 
fyom Christian homes, ninety per cent of all students who go oiil from the 
College after two or more years attendance are church members. In this 
connection it is noteworthy that when information about llie different 
churches is publicly given by Chinese Christian teachers, denominational 
differences are barely mentioned, while in every case the need for workers 
SUNDAY BIBLE STUDY GROUP 
Each slaff-nieml)er coiuhicts a Sunday Bible Class of ten to fifteen stu-
(lents. These classes are personal and devotional and give the teachers 
an opportunity for intimate helpfulness. 
Tl)i' Colle^^e is noiuhnomimitional. The doors are open lo all students 
qualified hy character and scholastic attainment to enter, irrespective of 
religious belief. Great care is taken to make the atmosphere of the 
campus wholesome and tolerant. Religious instruction is an integral 
part of the curriculum in all grades and weekly preaching services as well 
as daily chapel exercises are held under the auspices of the institution, 
but there is iio organized church al the College. Though at first regarded 
hy niany denominational missionaries as a very doubtful experiment, the 
Camon Christian Colle<:e, while maintaining high educational standards 
aiid a strictly iion-seclarian attitude, has nevertheless fully justified 
its existence even as an evangelizing agency. For every year many tens 
of students make public profession of Christian faith under circumstances 
that indicate their grasp of the fundamentals of a tolerant and effective 
Christianity. Though very few are Christians when they enter or come 
STUDENTS WHO BECAME CHRISTIANS IN 1917 
In 1918 ninety-eight students confessed faith in Christ and in 1919 there 
sixty-seven students, one teacher and twentv-two workmen and 
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is emphasized and weak churches make a strong appeal to nevv converts. 
The College offers a standing invitation to any denominational board 
having work in Kwangtung or Kwangsi to participate in the work of 
higher education by contributing one or more men to the staff, and in 
consequence to have the privilege of nominating a member of the Board 
of Trustees. Tlie London Missionary Society has already entered into 
this arran^:ement, and doubt less its e x a m p l e wi l l in due course be 
THE LONDON MISSION HOUSE ON SITE No. 44. 
A definite base at the College for their work is provided by this house 
built by the London Missionary Society. This society sent out Robert 
Morrison, the first missionary to China, aiul lias ever since taken a leading 
place in the work in South China. 
followed by others, since the College aitns lo serve theni all as the apex of 
the system of Christian Education in South China. 
While this non-denominational basis receives enrlorsement from manv 
Americans as well as froni the Cliinese <i^eiierally. financial support from 
organized deiioniinatioiial sources is tlierehy re<luced and the College has 
l)een obliged to build iip also an Aiiieriraii coiistitiUMicy of its own corre-
sponding to the General Association of Chinese supporters. This Gen-
eral Association in North Amcrica has been actively promoted by 
LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY 
REPRESENTATIVE AT THE 
COLLEGE. 
Tlieir representative is Rev. Alexan-
der Baxter, who is Associate Profes-
sor of Religion and Supervisor of Re-
ligious Work at the College. This 
Society is thus definitely sharing in 
the effort to meet the great oppor-
timity for higher education under 
Christian auspices in Canton, which 
(leniands the unite<l strength of all 
Christian forces. 
REV. ALEXANDER BAXTER. 
Central Committees, one of men aiid one of women, with headquartera 
in New York. There is great need of many more individual supporters 
of the College on a non-sectarian basis. 
In a sense Canton Christian College is an intercollegiate mission sin^e 
eight American institutions each maintain in whole or in part a repre-
sentative on the faculty of this school in distant China as a part of the 
foreign work of their Student Christian Association or other special 
organization, as follows: Pennsylvania State College, University of 
Pennsylvania, Teachers College of Columbia University, Vassar College, 
University of Pittsburgh, Williams College, Kansas State Agricultural 
College, and Washington and Lee University. The undergraduate body 
of each institution and their friends have been able in most cases to 
finance the current budget of their representative in China. The 
raising of $9,000 Gold for a residence is probably more than can be 
expected of students iii college, and it is hoped that some alumnus or 
group uf aluniiii of each institution represented will furnish the funds 
i.or a resi(leiure to be named for tlieir alriia inater. and thus create a 
definite base for the spread of her influence across the sea. 
Photographs of the representatives will be found on the next page. 
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G E O l i G E W E I l ) M A N G H O F F , M.S. 
Horticulture 
Pennsylvania State College Mission to China 
W I L L I A M W. C A D B U K Y , M.A., M.D. 
College Physician, Pfitliology 
The Foreign Work of the Christian Association 
of tlie Uiiiversitj- of Pennsylvania 
K. M. WON(J , I5.S., M.A. 
MfitlioniHtics aii(l Echication 
Teacliers College, Coluinl)ia University 
Professorship of E(hicntion in China 
C L A U A S(X>-H(K), .M.A. 
])ean (if AVonien 
The Foreign Work of tlie Cliristiiin Associ.-ilion 
of Vassiir College 
W . I t U S S E L L AUCJUR, H.A. 
Matlieniatics 
C A K L OSCAR L E V I N E , B.S. 
Aninial Husbandry 
lli:XUV li. (;UAYliILl., n.A., M.A. 
cliicutio)i aiic1 l'riiK-ij)al of Sec'oii(l;irv School J. FHAXKLYX KAKCIIE11, B.S. 
'j)K.- r’or(-ipii Work of'Hu^'Vlirisli;in AsM)ciation Tlit For-ifrit Work of tlie Williams College Tlu- Kansas State Af^rk;ultural College Mission Tli(. Ff)reign Work of Wasl)in<rton fiiul 
of thc l'iiiv<'rsity of l'iltsl)urgli Cliristijui Association to China 
'nivprsitv 
Representatives of Collegiate Missions in the Canton Christian College 
A Residence is needed for each of these except Dr. Cadbury 
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W i T . M A M PEX3^ LODGE * W E Y E R I I A E U S K U LODOE l.OSUOS MlSSIOV Hot'SI： 
[n the background are the hiils and mountains northeast of C;intoiu the P(virl Uivcr, Ha-to Villaj:v atul the inclined Pago(U 
j A C K S O X L0I)0K o x SlTE iJO 
Gif t of Sanniel Macaiil<^y .fackson, 
President, Iiofird of Trustees, 190.>-lf)l; 
Coi.Es I.oi)r.i; ox SvvE 37 
Gi f t of J . Ackernian Coles, M.D., LI . .D. 
Advisor 
\V 1 l.MA.M Pi:x X I.OI)(;i; o x SlTl-: ,5t 
JiFt of FritMuls in coiuirctioii with L'nivcrsity of 
Pcnnsvlvanifi ChrNtian Association 
BT.ACKSTOXE I.01)dK OX SlTE 11 
as seen froin the west 
Gif t of Mrs. T. B. Blackstone 
M c C o H 3 l I C K L()IUii: 1 o x SlTK 1 
Git't of Mrs. N. F. McCormick 
GoUI,l) LuiKlK o x SlTi: 7 
Gi f t of Miss Helcii GuuUl 
Bl.ACKSTOXE LODGK 
As seen from southeast 
McCoii.^ncK Ix)DiiK 3 ox SlXK 10 
Gi f t of Mrs. N. F. M(:Cont*ick 
STAFF RESIDENCES. 
These houses, the first of which was built in 1909, have ranjj;o(l in cost froin S5,000 to S1(),000 <U. S. currency). The staiulard-sized liouse now 
a<lopt(Ml I siiiiilar to plans on page 60), is estimated to rost Sl2.000 Hongkong currency, which at�>i'esent exchange rates is about $9,000 U. S. 
*Mr. F m W i c k Weyerhaeiiser nuule a v< r^l>al pn>inisr of a residenoe prior io his de(^ease which was honore<l by his olul(]nMu 
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Three problems of or>^anlzation which have been substantially solved 
are perhaps worthy of special note: The Architectural General Plan, the 
Administrative Fuiiclion, and the Scholastic Divisions, 
The Architectural Problem 
In designing the grounds and in the disposition of the College build-
ings upon them the inevitable expansion into a great university has been 
foreseen ancl considered from the very first, in a large, orderly and com-
prehensive lay-out to which all of the buildings are and will be success-
ively fitted in their appropriate groups as they are erected. However, 
this scheme has not been taken as absolutely rigid, but has always been 
subject to re-study for a given area whenever a new group of buildings 
has been inaugurated. For adequate control of this feature of lay-out 
as well as for the design of the individual buildings the College main-
tains a resident architect. It has also organized its own building depart-
ment and thus greatly reduced the cost which rarely exceeds half and 
in some cases is only a third of the cost of similar buildings in America. 
The purchase of a considerable stretch of waterfront has prevented 
the encroachment of manufacturing plants and provided rich bottom 
lands for experimental cultivation in flooded fields and dikes that do 
extra duty as lichee orchards. Since communication with the city is had 
by means of a motor launch and small native craft, a granite wall and 
pier are provided as an outer landing harbor, from which a canal runs 
in a short distance to form an inner harbor for protection of the boats 
from typhoons and also to give access to the terminus of a narrow gauge 
railway by which building materials, fuel, etc., are transported to vari-
ous parts of the campus. To one side of this canal, where it makes a 
great bend, lies the swimming pool, designed to be filled and emptied 
by tidal action assisted by a small centrifugal pump. Further in and 
somewhat more elevated will be the filter beds for the permanent water 
supply system of the campus, at present only partially developed. 
An open esplanade 200 feet wide leads from the river a quarter of a 
mile southward to the site of the future chapel. South of this is the 
impressive Students Christian Association Building, which seats over 
80U, yet is often over-crowded. The summit of the highest hill on the 
east, some seventy feet above the river is reserved for the Library, froni 
which a wide cross esplanade extends westward as the axis of the main 
academic group. On the northern or riverward brow of this hill will 
some day stand a hall of international good will as a memorial of Mr. 
Jolin Hay and other American friends of China. Disposed on either side 
COMING FROM CHAPEL. 
Swasey Hall and Dormitories seen froiri Martin Hall. 
of the great cross formed by these two esplanades are projected groups of 
buildings corresponding to the scholastic divisions of the institution. To 
the east and south of this more formal development lies an extensive 
residence park for the faculty, Chinese and American. A model village 
of modest cottages for subordinate employees has already been begun and 
of course athletic fields and gardens form other elements in the lay-out. 
There is also a fully equipped meteorological station so placed on the 
campus that students and visitors may by inspection, without seriously 
interfering with the actual securing of reliable records, form some idea 
of the character and value of such work. 
Assuming the value to the Chinese students and people of an environ_ 
ment of scholarly and dignified architecture, in contrast with the prevalent 
nondescript adaptations of ill-assorted European styles, it is the aim of 
the designers to give the buildings individual distinction while subordi-
nating them to the general unity of the scheme. 
The type of permanent building adopted combines modern construc_ 
tion with a Chinese aspect, chiefly expressed in the roofs which are of 
green glazed tile and ornamented aiid curved according to tlie best native 
style. The floors are reinforced concrete, the walls of red brick of a 
pleasing soft tone. All the buildings are equipped with motlerii plumb-
ing. It is distinctly the aim of the College so to build as to exemplify 
structurally and artistically the best combination of Western and Chinese 
architecture and thus as well as in other ways to be of help in this period 
of change in China. 
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C ( ) L O X E L H R H B K H T P A R S O N S 
CANTO^ CHKlSTlAN COLLEGE REPKESENTA-
TIVES IN SERVICE AND W A R WORK 
IN FRANCE. 
Major Willard D. Straight, U. S. A. 
Trustee, May 12, 1913. 
l iorn, Oswego, N. Y., January 31, 1880. 
Died in France, December 1, 1918. 
Served in the Intelligence Division in France. 
Coloiie] Herbert Parsons, U. S. A. 
Trustee, October 26, 1913. 
President of Board of Trustees, May 19, 1916. 
Served in tlie Intelligence Division in France. 
Major Andrew H. Woods, M.D., U. S. A. 
College Phvsician and Medical Work, 1898-1907, 
1 9 1 1 - ‘ 
Vice-President, 191 1 - 16 . 
Served in France at Ruse Ho8j)ilul 110. 
King Chow Mui. 
Former student at the Canton Christian College. 
Stiulent on lenvc, Masaachufietts Institiite of Tech-
nology. 
Y. M. C. A. Secretary with Chinese Labor Battalion 
in France. 
Paii Sien Chimg. 
Former stucient at Canton Christian College. 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917. 
M.S., University of Illinois, 1918. 
Officia� Inspector of Dairies, Iowa, 1918. 
Y. M. C. A. Secretary with Chinese Labor Battalion 
in France. 
N{i:a Kok Ip. 
Former student at Canton Christian College. 
B,S., Pennsylvania State College, 1918. 
M.F., Yale School of Forestry, 1919. 
Y. M. C. A. Secretary with Chinese Labor Battalion 
in France. 
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CHARLKS K. EDMUNDS, Ph.D. 
President of the ColIej：('. 
Fellow ill Physi<'s, Johns Hopkitis, 1902. F^ofVssor of Fliysics, Caiitoii, 
I 9 0 3 - . Presi(|(Mit, 1(川:--. l)r, Ediiiuinls luis li.a\ele<l over ;i.),l)00 miles 
ill China <liirin<i tIu> {>ast t r" years in coiiM<H'tion with the nia^netif aiu1 
f^'<Kl('ti(> siirv<'v "r t:liiii:i for tlio Canic.uic liistitiitioii <>l' Wasliin<:t()ii. 
The Administrative Problem 
The work of the institution is carried on under the direction of a Coun-
cil composed of the President, Vice-President for Chinese Affairs, Bursar, 
aml tlie head of each constituent school, except the Elementary School-
whose interests are represented in the Council by the Principal of the 
Secondary School. When the faculty of any constituent school exceeds 
eight professors and associate professors it has an additional representa-
tive in the Council. 
T h e Counci l is respons ib le f o r the d rawing up of tlie budget f o r 
approval by the Trustees and is charged with all affairs that concern more 
than one school and with the inauguration or elimination of departments 
or schools. T h e p l a n of organizat ion is that of an A m e r i c a n U n i v e r s i t y 
with lower feeding schools. All academic questions are dealt with 
directly by the faculty of each school, the head of each school having veto 
power over the action of his faculty. 
The Bursar performs also the duties of a General Business Manager 
and Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. Special officers of admin-
istration besides the Resident Architect are the Resident Engineer, the 
College Physician and the Supervisor of Religious Work. 
Since the Trustees are in New York and the College in Canton, there 
is an unavoidable element in the major problems of administration, 
unknown in an institution in America, which may well be called the 
“Ten Thousand Mile Difficulty." This could only be solved perfectly by 
a President able to perform the miracle of being in two places at the saine 
time and is only moderately overcome by frequent visits from one side of 
the world to the other. Another line of solution of this difficulty has 
been steadily to increase the responsibilities and powers of the Council 
on the field by delegation to the Council of niany functions generally 
performed in more or less detail by the Board of Trustees for a college in 
America. 
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THE MASTER BUILDER AND HIS FAMILY. 
A self-reliant and loyal worker, to whom much of the credit fo r the suc-
(•essful execution of the recent building plans is due. He is a strong man 
who has risen f rom the ranks. 
The Scholastic Divisions 
The scholastic work of the institution is divided into three main schools 
of five years each: Elementary, Secondary and Collegiate. Some 1100 
students have entered the institution since 1899. 
The Elementary School is maintained partly as a model and observa-
tional school in connection with the Teachers College which is being 
developed as one of the main divisions of collegiate grade. This element-
ary school is housed on the “cottage system," that is, each class has its own 
cottage which includes the class room, a dining room, pantry and servants, 
room on the ground floor, and on the second floor bedrooms and bath-
rooms for thirty students and two teachers, so arranged that the teachers, 
to get to their individual rooms, must traverse the large bedroom of the 
students and to get to their private bath must traverse the bathroom of 
the students, thus enforcing at least a modicum of the all-desirable 
supervision. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, CENTRAL BUILDING. 
Gift of Tan K a Kee, Esq., a Fukien merchant in Singapore. 
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A central huil(ling of llie elementary ^Touj) provides ofTlce space, 
assembly liall，a demonstration class aiicl playroom, and a kilclien (in tlic 
third story) from which food is distributed lo the individual cottages. 
This school is tauglit entirely by Chinese instructors. The principal is 
assisted by two other men and seven women with normal school training. 
At present only four of the five cottages have been provided and so the 
enrollment is 120, whereas tlie full complement is inteiicled to l>e 150, 
which will be the permanent limit. The coUaj;es have cost but S3000 
U. S. Currency each. 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN AT PLAY 
These are real boys and girls. Marbles, tops, kites, pet rabbits, chickens, gardens, boy svout work, all have tlieir place in their school activities. 
This 8chool wu8 started by the Students Christian Association, which later, when it w a s � � v l l under way, tiinuMl the work over to the College, lt 
serves as a model school of observation and practice for stvidents in Education. 
This cottage and four others like it (the last of which will be finished iu 1920), aiul tlie Central BiiiMiiig, complete the Elementary group. Each 
cottage is the school home of two teachers aml thirty students, the dormitories aml bathrooms being upstairs, aml classroom, dining-room, and 
servants' room on the main floor. On the top floor of the Central Building is located tlie kitchen for the entire school. 
The funds for these buildings were the gifts of Chinese friends. 
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COLLEGE CLASS IN EDUCATION UNDER PROFESSOR GRAYBILL. 
Emphasis is constaiill^^beiiig placed on China's need for qualifiefl and 
is projected. unselfish teachers. A Teachers Colle< 
The Secondary School as at present organized covers tlie work of the 
two higliesl grammar grades, and the first three years of the middle school. 
The enrollment in 1917-18 was 330, making it by far the largest adminis-
trative division, occupying three large dormitories. These dormitories 
liave all been provided by Chinese donors, al an average cost of about 
$33,000 Hongkong Currency for a fireproof building housing one hun-
dred students (four iii a room), and three to six unmarried instructors. 
The present faculty of the secondary school includes ten American and 
twenty-five Chinese teachers, ten of the latter being graduates of American 
Colleges. The curriculum is carefully planned to meet the practical 
needs of Chinese youth for active life and citizenship, the ideal of service 
l>ein^ ? constantly set before tliem. Oiildoor work of many sorts is empha-
sized, including observation trips to factories and places of interest and 
camping expeditions in association with teachers. Class sections are 
limited to thirty sludents and a system of class advisors is effectively 
maintained. Student orj;anizalions are encouraged. 
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The annual fees iii tlie Sec()ii(lary Sclio<>l are alx>iit $300, and in llie 
College al)out $250 (Hongkong Ciirreiicy L iiK lndiiig room rent and table 
l)oard as well as tuition. 
An eniployinenl ofIice liclps stiidcjils to fiiui nork oii llu- (.oiiip(>uii(l for 
partial self-support, and tbere are a fcw endowed pcl)(darships which 
cover tuition only. Boys entirely (le))en(lent upon a Clirislian pastor or 
other Christian worker are <ijven l'ree liiili(Ui. The tuition fees have 
recenlly been increased fifty j>er ceiit llinioul llie institution without 
affecting the enrollment. But it lias of course been necessary as far as 
possible to grant scholarship aid to all sliidenl? who urgently need it, 
giving due weighl lo diligence and non-scliolastic activities and character 
as well as scholarship. All such aid is treated as a loan repayable in part 
or in whole by fulfilling certain conditions； as lo graduation and service 
after leaving school. 
Tlie educational work of tlie missions in Kwaiitiing, especially of those 
whic.h center at Canton, has for generations lagged behind their distinctly 
evangelistic work and the number of boys' schools under Christian con-
trol is still lamentably small tho the recent progress made in two or three 
of these has been very marked. These schools have hitherto been able 
to attract very few sludents from the upper middle class, and as a conse-
quence those who have come have been financially unable to go into 
higlier schools. Due to these circumstances, as well as to help in raising 
standards, the Canton Christian College lias been compelled to establish 
a secondary school as a foimdalion of its o � � i i upon wliich to base college 
work. MeaiUime more than a hundred of its graduates have entered 
American universities and not a few liave gone to llie best technical 
schools in North China. While tlie prospect of larger numbers of stu-
dents coming from other mission schools is grmving brighter it is now 
possible to count upon a sufficient iiiimher of applicants from our own 
secondary school to warrant emphasizing from now on the adequate 
development of the college proper and the bending of every effort in the 
direction of increasing its staff and equipment. Tho for many years it 
will I)e necessary lo maintain and enlarge llie secondary school, say to a 
limit of one thousand sludents, the institution is already beginning to 
fulfil its true function in South China, namely, to offer courses of recog-
nized college grade which will prepare men and women lo be high-minded 
and efficient leaders of llieir people willioiit lljeir jroing abroad for study. 
NORTH ELEV iTlON AND FIRST FLOOR PLAN. 
pr>AVYiMq 
THIRD FLOOR PLAN. 
PROPOSED SECONDARY SCHOOL BUILDING ON SITE No. 18. 
riie estimated cost is 87.">,()()() ilTonjikoiij; (*iirreiU'v ) fo r the central part, 
S30,00() lor liic Aii(lit<>riiiiii aii<l 847>.()()() l.oi. r;u-li' wing. 
The provision of ST.").()()() ( Hon<ikoii^) lo r the tnuin part of the central 
s m i o " will |)eniiit tlu' r(�mo\al of all tlio ]H(-seiit secondary classes f r o m 
) l i i i t i" l la l l aii(l ^rea(ly aid tlu> dfvo lopmont of th(; College of Arts and 
Sciences as a separate eiitity. 
HIGHEST C L A S S - S E C O N D A R Y SCHOOL, 1917-18. 
'^ ^Vf group indicates an increasingly large supplv of Matriculates for tlie 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
OUTDOOR FREEHAND DRAWlNC；. 
A group f rom the lowest class of the Secoii<larv Sclu.ol. 
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STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE 0 F A R T S AND SCIENCES, 1917-18. 
The cour86s now oflcred are General Arts, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Premedical, Agriculture. The last-named is at present the most popular . 
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THE PERIOD OF REALIZATION 
Tho for purposes of statistical statement we have given 1919 as the 
beginning of the period of realization as contrasted with the period of 
organization, this last stage really began in 1914 when the class, which 
in Jime 1918 received the first degrees to be granted by Canton Christian 
College, entered the courses of study organized under the faculty of the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
The growth of the student body in the College of Arts and Sciences is 
shown by the enrollment statistics: 
1912-13 16 
1913-14 27 
1914-15 37 
• 1915-16 43 
1916-17 52 
1917-18 103 
1918-19 121 
These figures include the sub-freshman class which tho corresponding 
to the fourth year of the middle school is for administrative purposes 
placed under the faculty of the college proper. This is done not only 
to give greater momentum to that department during the early stages 
of development, but also to allow students in this year to elect courses in 
education, agriculture and business, so that if unable to remain for the 
full college course, they may by the end of the freshman year be entitled 
to receive a junior certificate. 
The present teaching staff of the College of Arts and Sciences totals 
thirty, of whom fourteen are of the rank of professor or associate pro-
fessor. The B. A. degree is granted on the authority of the Regents of the 
University of the State of New York at the completion of the four-year 
course in one of the following groups: general arts, natural science, social 
science, or agriculture. For each group certain essential subjects are 
required in addition t<» which a clioice may be made among a limited 
number of others. Cliinese coniposition and translation and eight credits 
in courses in religion are pres(;ril)ed for all stuclents. For graduation one 
must obtain 140 credits, each representing one semester-hour of recitation. 
The arts course aims to fit men f"or teaching, especially English, and to 
lay a broacl foundation for subsequent professional studies for the min-
istry, journalism, law, etc. Chinese and English language and literature 
and education are stressed, but it is required that even those taking this 
group shall become familiar with one of the sciences, chemistry, physics 
or biology. 
The natural science group puts the emphasis upon a more extended 
study of at least two of these sciences and upon mathematics, that gradu-
ates may be prepared to teach these subjects or to go on to specialized 
studies in medicine, engineering, etc. 
The social science group approaches the arts group but requires more 
economics, sociology and history with options in business and in govern-
ment，courses of obvious practical usefulness, wliich furnish an excellent 
foundation for men who will have to carry large business responsibilities, 
as well as those who will lead in social, economic and political reform. 
Agriculture is at present the most specialized collegiate course ； and in 
view of the great importance of such work it is very encouraging to note 
how popular the courses in agriculture are, practically half of the present 
student body of the College being in this department. 
The special staff in agriculture includes, besides the head of the bio. 
logical department as entomologist, two Americans experienced in horti-
culture and animal husbandry, one Chinese educated in America as 
agronomist, and several experienced Chinese agriculturalists secured 
locally. Twenty-five acres are under special cultivation, including rice 
fields, foreign and Chinese vegetable gardens, fruit tree nurseries, etc. 
Among the special projects at present under way and of great importance 
to the future agricultural development of South China may be mentioned: 
hog-breeding； development of dairy herd; improvement of rice culture 
by selection; a study of the diseases of the lychee and also of the citrus 
fruits, of great importance to California and Florida as well as China: 
improvement of sericulture thru the production of disease-free silk-
worms ；a herbarium which exchanges with museums thruout the world. 
In all this work close cooperation has been established with the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture, the Philippines Bureau of Science, the 
Kwangtuiig Experiment Station, and the International Committee for the 
Improvement of Sericulture in Kwangtung. 
A Medical School, a Teachers College, and a School of Engineering 
are also projected. 
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IIARVKSTING RICE IN A COLLE(；!< EXPERIMENTAL FIELD ALON(； TIll^ W A T K R YWi)NW 
LxrJw<' tr<"'s uroir along llw M"s and the sall jiinhs arc anchorvd in the riv*^r. 
Riee i. tlu- .tanle 1一1 ‘“. South China, l.ence lhe iinproveinenl in quality a.ul in yield i . of ,ni,ne i—orWu.(:. Sm(.r l l�r <Mla " _ " > j J ; " : f ' :: 
l X , ' Z !,i^l' li<lr lcv<.l, lIu- .n.Hl <<m.nu>n Aarioty .nct wilh is llial which rcquims 8la,nlin^ walcr. LM,crrnicms arc also hcmj^  ro"<l,".h.<l ... 
u|>lai)(I rice tlial Jiecds Jess water. 
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F A R M M A C H I N E R Y CLASS OF THE A G R I C U L T U R A L COURSE. 
ljJiese implements are being examinecl pr ior to being used by the students. The College furnishes an excellent onportunitv fo r the intro.lnrHon 
of Amencan agncul tura l and engineenng devices. China cannot advance until it takes f ewer men to fee,l the nati<>r S l L ! ^ f ! ^ n u " S l i ^ 
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CLASS EXPERIMENTING WITH A MODERN CREAM SEPARATOR. 
The Chinese have not developed the use of milk, butter and cheese, yet 
tliere are extensive regions available for grazing. 
DAIRY BARN WITH NATIVE BUFFALO AND FOREIGN STOCK. 
This herd, maintained for educational purposes, pays for itself by the 
sale of milk to faculty and students. A. considerable expansion of this 
business in association with Chinese is projected. 
Chinese chickens 
Improvements by 
CLASS IN POULTRY BREEDING, 
jre undersized and the hens lay far below a normal run. 
more careful breeding and feeding are of first importance. 
FINE SPECIMENS OF NATIVE PORKERS. 
Sanitation for pigs amazes the Chinese, but the results obtained in our 
niotlel piggery are opening their eyes to its practical value. 
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PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL BUILDING. 
Size, 152 feet by 46 feet ; estimated cost: Builfling, $30,000; 
Equipment, $10,()()(). 
By the eii<l of 1919 there will be five American-trained agriculturists on 
the staff of the College besides several locally-traiiied men. ln the Biologv 
department there are two Americans wlio are cooperatin<i closelv with the 
agriculturists. A larjje number of our j-tudeiits are electing the course in 
Agriculture. Hence it is iniperativr that tlie Agricul tmv building be built 
at an early date, ‘so that tlie work can jro forward. 
'riie work that attracts niost attention l"roni all visitors, but particularly 
l.roni the Chinese, is Agriculture. To their practical mind the growing 
of a large papaya in the place of a dwarfed one, on the same sized tree, an<i 
llie getting more rice f r o m a given field, are facts which prove the value 
of the College, and part icular ly of Agricultural education. America hus 
also les8ons to learn f rom China. Thus the work of this department is an 
excellent il lustration of reciprocity in connection with educational work. 
The possibilities of forestry, dairying, silk culture, cotton raising, an<l 
many other phases of agricultural work are not l imited except by the 
number of men an<l amount of monev available. 
！ 丄 丄 •c^ cpsyK. iT.-.-yrc|ai; jj;j:^ ;gS;ristewiTM^ 
FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD FLOORS. 
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THE LING NAAM P A P A Y A 
The difference in size be-
tween the small native and 
College papayas in the st.u-
<lent's hands is as marked as 
the improvement in flavor. 
Earlier Emphasis on High School a Necessary Preliminary 
The peculiar problem just now is really to "turn the corner" in the 
development of a high-grade College of Arts and Sciences as the first step 
toward the establishment of the future Canton University, which will 
include these various schools. 
When twenty years ago the effort to establish a full-fledged college was 
hegun, it at once became evident that the development of a high-grade 
secondary school had ftrst to be accomplished, and when that task was 
fully under way, it became necessary to develop grammar grades. 
The next lower stage was undertaken as the result of a bit of "spon-
taneous combustion" on the part of the upper classmen in the Middle 
School, who, in connection with their study of educational problems, 
became so aroused to the need of more and better elementary schools, 
that they induced the Students Christian Association to undertake the 
development of an elementary school, which for three years they manned 
and financed completely, the College granting the use of available space 
in one of the earliest temporary buildings. So rapidly did this school 
prove its worth that Chinese friends readily gave it the first two per-
manent cottages and a central l.iall, and lIie undertaking was transferred 
to the official control and sponsorship of the Collej^e as a part of its 
scheme for a complete educational system. 
Freshmen classes and even sophomore classes were coiicliicted as 
early as 1903, but because so many students each year on leaving the 
Middle School, wenl to America under government aid, it was ahvays 
a question at the opening of the new academic year, whether lo devote 
available forces to carrying a handfiil (>f men lhni a year of the Colle<:;e 
t.oiu.se, or with the same resources lo take in and adequately care for <tne 
or two classes in the lower years of the higli school. 
The decision was almost always in favor of lhe latter course, for, 
besides the financial advanta^^e, the developmeiil ()f a sufficient momen-
tum in the high school was an essential preliminary lo the estal)lishing 
of a College. This momentum was also effectively increased by lhe 
manoeuvre of cutting the freslimaii class off from the College course and 
adding it to the top of the Middle School, makino； llie latler a verv sub-
^ • 
stantial five year course. After a decade of emphasis on the Middle 
School, it became possible lo organize and carry tliru lo completion 
substantial courses of collegiate grade, and students have been attracted 
by the prospect of obtaining a degree of recognized standard without the 
greater expense of studying abroad. In 1916 the fifth year of the Middle 
School was returned to the control of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, 
and the fourth year was allowed to follow it as the so-called ''Sub-
Freshman" year, as already explained. 
THE COLLEGE BAND. 
Starting with one cornetist in 1916, the band has in two 
pride and delight of students and friends. 
become the 
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MARTL\ HALL FR(MI THE S()UTHKAST. 
Named in memory of VIr. Heiiry Martin, of Ciiicimuiti and Philadelphia. 
Tl)is building, 33 x 166 t'e( t, was llie first peniiaiieiit oiie to be erected at the College, 1905-7, and also one of the first buildings with brick walls and 
reinforced concrete floors to be l)iiilt iii Qiina. It is at present the only buil<linjr for oIiussrooins aiid laboratories for both the Secoiulary School 
aiul the College of Arl.- aiul Srienoes. Thr tMifirr north voraiida is '^iassp*l iii as a liihoratory with <nery s(juare foot iii use, indicatin<： the preasin|i 
nee<l t"or a Sciencp H aiI vitli lal)i)ralories. ‘ ‘ ^ 
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PROPOSED SCIENCE BUILDING. 
The estimated cost of this Science Biiildiiig is S110,000, Hongkong cur-
rency, or S90,000 gol(l at present exchange. The building is 171 feet by 
47 feet, three stories on the south and four ntories on the north side. It 
is so designed that fo r a period it will house the work in physics, chemistry 
and biology, and as the institution grows and the more highly specialized 
buildings required for physics and chemistry are provided, this laboratory 
may ult imately be devoted completely to the department of biology. 
The urgent need fo r this building is well shown by the pictures on the 
fo l lowing two pages. 
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SITE OF SCIENCE BUILDING No. 62. 
The points where the corners of the building wil l come are indicated by 
the fonr white poles. 
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FRESHMAN CLASS IN PHYSICS. 
The College owns some good equipment, but the lack of electricity, illu-
minating gas and compressed air are serious handicaps. 
CLASS IN COLLEGE BIOLOGY (General Course) 
In spite of the strain of working under the now crowded conditions of this 
room, the biology courses greatly interest and stimulate the students. 
Physics and Biology clas 
equipment at least once 
TEMPORARY LABORATORY, CENTRAL SECTION SECOND FLOOR OF MARTIN HALL. 
‘ a r e compelled to use the same laboratory for lack of other 
clay, and sometimes oftener. 
this makes it necessary to rearrange furniture and 
The College A'oMJ Fully Under W ay 
The task of developing a lrne College in dose juxtaposition to an 
overshadowing high school, is extremely difficult: especially when as yet 
sufficient dormilories are not available to permit a complete separa-
tion in tlie housing of College students away from high school students, 
and no recitation hall or laboratory building is available for the exclusive 
use of College classes. Ihider these circumstances the results already 
achieved as regards }»olh standards of s(;holarship and College spirit are 
most remarkable and warrant the claim that given the needed facilities, 
the development in the nexl decade will surpass all limits, for there is 
no possibility of over-slating tlie desire of the youth of China for modern 
education of a high grade even under foreign, and if you please. Christian 
auspices. At the Canton Christian College even the attics of tl.ie dormi-
tories are filled with students (and that in a tropical climate) and this 
year malsheds have had to be erected to care for the overflow of students 
fully qualified by their character and scholastic attainments lo enter, who 
could nol be refused admittance. Some idea of this pressure may be had 
from the fact that whereas in 1904 there were but six students in colle-
giate grade, in 1917 there were more than sixty in the sub-fresliman class 
alone, and in 1919 there are more students in the freshman class than in 
all four College grades a year and a half ago. In 1917-18 there were ten 
students in College biology, whereas in 1918-19 there are seventy in the 
rame class! 
r,4 
CROWDED CHEMISTRY LECTURE ROOM AND LABORATORY IN MARTIN HALL. 
The opportunities confronting tbe chemist in South China are almost C3mpelling in their number, variety atid potential importance to the coun-
try. As illustrations these may be mentioned: the agricultural chemist has unstudied soils and crops awaiting his attention; the food chemist has 
new foods to analyze and new dietaries to study and correct; there are m m y oils, both essential and fattv, awaiting investigation: the mineral 
y e a h h offers many problems for solution: the indu3trial chemist and chemical engineer have unlimited openings to, improve the simple Chinese 
industries by adaptations of western methods and processes. 
The grade of scholarship maintained is fully attested by the advanced 
standing granted our students who withdraw to enter universities in 
America, and by the progress they subsequently make. 
Moreover, the opportunity for substantial and satisfying service along 
educational lines, combined as il is with opportunities for research in an 
almost untouched field, as regards economics, government, sociology, 
ethnology, geology and biology, and iii the applications of all the sciences 
to the agricultural and industrial development <»f a country whose natural 
wealth is as yel not even surveyed, tliis great opportunity, we say, does 
not fail to attract men of liigli s<^holarship to menibersliip on the faculty 
of the College, even oii tlie retliiceil financial basis which in too great 
a degree characterizes missionary enterprises. 
It is of course essential to provide adequate facilities for effective 
work. Substantial results liave alreadv been obtained even tho the 
science laboratories are conducted in makeshift and overcrowded quar-
ters. The rapid growth of the College must be checked by sending 
away students well equipt for the work unless more laboratory space is 
provided, as it would be exceedingly unwise to attempt to crowd more 
students into the present temporary laboratories. It is earnestly hoped 
that someone will enable the College to commence construction work 
tliis fall on the Science Biiildin?. 
<-> 
A very good start has been made on a College Library which at 
present contains some 8000 English and 6000 Chinese volumes, includ-
ing some very valuable journals and special publications. As may be 
seen from the layout map on page 36 the building of an adequate Eng-
lish and Chinese library is emphasized by the location of the projected 
buildini：. 
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Proposed Dormlioor' - J i i e T N r f y - t w o 
PROPOSED DORMITORY FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS. 
T<) be biiilt on site 32 : estimated cost, S50,000 (Hongkong currency), iii-
tludiiifj： <1iniiig-liall: to iU'comin(nliit<' 8 1 stu<lents atid 6 instructors. 
FIRST G R A D U A T E S OF COLLEGE OF A R T S AND SCIENCES. 
From left to right, K a Ping Lo, Ting Hoi Chan and Yue K i m Lei. The 
degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred upon each, June, 1918 , the 
(liplonias being signed and sealed by the Regents of the University of the 
State of New York , by which the College is incorporated. This degree is 
recognized by the leading colleges of America for entrance to their gradu-
ate depai-tmeiits. 
lt lias taken Kl'teen years to build up f rom ii lmmble be<:iniiinjj on tlie 
present site an institution in which the graduates are just cominenciii<: 
lo <io "over tlit' lop." 
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MA.IOH W I L L A l i I ) S T H A U l H T 
Art is t , niploiiiii l , l'Mii;mcicr, Soldier 
S A M U E L T I l A I X D l ' T T O X , LL.D. 
]^<hicntnr, Hiimanitariiin, Advocnte of 
Intoriifitional CIooclwill 
Dr. Dutton was a nieniher of tlie Roard 
<>r Trustees fioiii i\l;iv 23, ]()12. iiiiti1 liis 
death, March 28, 1919. His varied ac-
tivities, his long experience as an edu-
cator and his complete consecration as 
a Christian gentleman fitted him to be 
of unusual service at this period of 
Cliina,s transition. 
Major Slrai<^ht was a member of tlie 
Board of Trustees l"ioiu May 12, J913, 
until liis death in service in France, De-
cember 1, 1918. His residence in China, 
liis long experience and deep interest 
in all questions relating to the Far East 
and his high standing as a man among 
men qualified liim in almo3t a unique 
way to promote a college in China fitted 
to the students of the new order. 
FORMER TRUSTEES. 
Robert Russell Booth, D.D., LL.D. 
Peter Carter 
Samuel S. Childs 
Howard Duffield, D.D. 
Frank F. Ellinwood, D.D., LL.D. 
Hon. Everett Frazer 
John Gillespie, D.D. 
Andrew P, Happer, D.D. 
Samuel Macauley Jackson, LL.D. 
Hon. Darwin R. James 
Ezra M. Kingsley 
Talbot Olvphant 
Will iam M. Paxton, D.D. 
Lindsay Russell 
David Torrens 
Will iam A. Wheelock 
FORMER ADVISORS. 
Hon. John W. Foster, LL.D., Washingt( 
Daniel Coit Gilman, LL.D., Baltimore. 
W. A. P. Martin, LL.D., Peking. 
Hon. Seth Low, LL.D., New York. 
John H. Converse, Esq., Philadelphia. 
D. C. 
HORACE W. CARPENTIER. 
A friend of China and con-
tributor to the College during 
his life, died at his residence in 
New York, January 31, 1918, in 
his 94th year. He was born at 
Galway, Saratoga County, N. \. . 
went to California in 1849, 
where he laid the basis of his 
fortune. While in the west, he 
served as mayor of Oakland and 
was one of the founders of the 
Bank of California. General 
Carpentier left a legacy to the 
Trustees of the Canton Chris-
tian College of $25,000. The 
siiapsliot al the right is the 
only available photo|fraph of 
tlie General, taken within fifty 
!KNKIlAl . CA1! ' IKl l 
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T E S T I M O N I A L S 
An American, not a missionary, who has resided in China more than 
thirty years and is thoroughly familiar with conditions in all parts of the 
country, recently wrote: 
I wiis much impressed during my recent visit to Cantoa by 
the work which has been accomplished by the Canton Chris-
tian College, and by the great possibilities of influence in the 
future which the College has. * * * * * The Cantonese among 
whom you are working are brighter and mental ly more alert 
than any other section of the Chinese population. They are 
now playing an important part in the modernization of the 
country and are destined to play a still larger part in the fu-
ture. * * * * * I wish that American philanthropists could 
realize the enormous importance of the opportunity which 
they now have to influence the future of the whole human race 
by assistiiiy .sucli enterprises as that in which you are labor-
ing. The Chinese raoe has been fo r ages past the dominant 
race of Asiii an<l it is to my mind certain that it will so continue 
to be. There is now iio work in the whole world so important 
as that of guiding young China into the path of modern effi-
ciency, and at the same time influencing their minds so that 
thev inav combine efficiencv with Christian ideals of character. 
Dr. Wu, formerly Chinese Minister to the Unitcd States, 1897 to 1910, is 
a personal contributor to th(i work of tho. College, and at the time of writ-
ing was a Minister of Foreign Affairs in China. 
I was pleased to learn that you are about to undertake a 
special campaign in America to secure additional support for 
the Canton Christian College, and I take this opportunity to 
record here the appreciation of many of my compatriots of 
the work which that institution has already achieved und their 
confidence that, with increased help f rom our American friends, 
it wil l assist fur ther to demonstrate the most f r ieudly coopera-
tion of Americans and Chinese. 
As a native of Canton Province, I can t ruthfu l ly testify tliat 
the Canton Christian College is doin{x much to educate and 
bring out young： men in the right spirit and that alrea<ly there 
are several of its soii8 who are taking useful, aolivc an<l im-
portant part in public service wliere they will help in a lai,jje 
measure to bring Americans and Chinese into closer relations 
with one another. 
You have, therefore, my ful l sympathy and best wishes for 
u successful campaign which deserves the support of ull Ameri-
can friends. 
W U TL\G FANG, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 
I can endorse unquali f iedly the Canton Christian College. 
It is, in my judgment, one of the six or seven Christian insti-
tutions of higher learning in China on which the Christians of 
all denominations of the world should unite and concentrate 
their gifts, rather than to attempt to support thir ty or forty 
feeble Christian colleges. 
JOHN R. MOTT. 
Knowing aa I do the needs of China for educatioii and the 
invaluable work which the Canton Christian College has been 
and is still doing in this important fiekl of service to the cause 
of democracy in China, I am tempted to say that no money 
could be better used than that which is given for the develop-
ment of the Canton Christian College. 
Yours sincerely, 
V. K. WELLINGTON K 0 0 , 
Chinese Minister nt Washington. 
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Somc Inwiediate P^eeds 
Aside from the ever-presenl need of endowment, four immediate needs 
are intimately connected with the problem of providing the College of 
Arts and Sciences with a distinct entity of ils own. These are a Science 
Laboratory Building ($80,000), an Agricultural Building ($30,000), 
Student Dormitories ($35,000 each), and Faculty Residences ($9,000 
each). A fifth need, also of immediate importance in the development 
of llie institution as a whole is a Power-House ($25,000), because on a 
campus of 130 acres, containing some fifty buildings, which liouse all the 
activities of over 1000 people, llie only Power Plant thus far afforded is 
a three horse-power oil engine pumping the water supply. No electric 
lights or other applications of power are yet available, except in the 
Physics Laboratory for purely experimental purposes. 
RESIDENCES NOW BEING CONSTRUCTED. 
These houses on Sites 45 and 47 have been provided by the generosity 
of Mr. George G. Mason, of New York. The staff will not be adequately 
housed, liowever, until ten more such residences are. erected. 
Even under present limitations this “maii-factory,” as the Chinese call 
il, is a going concern; abundant high-grade "raw material” is available, 
a qualified staff is “on tlie job,” the work is fully organized, the “plant” 
is being used to the utmost advantage, and il but remains lo put more 
capita] al the disposal of its directors, in order that it may indeed keep 
pace with its ever-increasing opportunity to supply precisely the product 
which China so greatly needs for the period of reconstruction which she 
faces. 
Tlie oiily j)ower 
WATER-PlTMPlNG HUT. 
the (^ollt'ge iK this 3 H.P. oil engine for immjung waler. 
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DETAILED LIST OF JNEEDS 
偏 - - - - S ： = 二 = = 二 = = ^ = 二 = = f k - - - all 
Scholarships 
i : : J ^ t ^ ^ : Z X = : - " ^ ^ ^ Many o. . e students 卿 - . e relatively H.H - c = e d W -
Z t l o n ^ $200 or slightlv more; at present rates U. S. $100 produces ^^jJ^^^ but some cannot. These, if worthy, are assisted financially; 
only^HonVong $125. Thus the exchange factor alone increases the ^ence the need of scholarship funds. 
needs 60 per cent. Annual Gift Scholarship, covering half the cost per student. . • . $ 100 
ln a a a . i ： to fees - other receipts U cos . to — n the i n ^ 二 O i . ^ S ^ C S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • . «^  . 0 
tion $250 per day or $7,500 per month. t l l a L S ^ ^ S f o r W f cost per student 2 0 0 , 
Scholarship Fund for full cost per student . . . . . � 二《二 
M « - n _ of Staff Fellowship Fund for advanced work, ^ : 二 二 & 1 卩 - ^ 8^0J0 
- Scholarship Aid to students granted m 1918-19, for tuition tees omy, 
$ 350 transports a staff member to the field. amounted to $7,500. If a student needs still more money for rent and 
900 transports a family. board, he is given an opportunity to earn it. 
800 pays the salary of an instructor. 
1,800 pays the salary of a married man. Agriculture Department 
200 covers the rent of an unmarried instructor. 
600 covers the rent of a family. I_ed^te Normal 
9,000 provides a permanent residence. Labor—farm, experiments and instruction $2,750 $3,000 
12,000 builds a house and endows its upkeep. Bonuses to workmen 340 ^^^ 
1,500 is the full cost of an unmarried instructor. Seeds and plants  
2:500 is the cost of a married man, not including house rent and Fertilizers : • . . 
allowances for children. Trave for mvesUgations  
150 covers the allowance for one child. Miscellaneous expenses . . … . . . . . . : . . . . . . . - . . “ • ) " 
ii)U coverb inc 过土 . fPurrhase of hoes, poultry, milk, fruit, etc” sold at 
16,000 will yield the cash salary of an mstructor. ( r r a l t : r o f i l ! 1 L u n t s to abou； $6,500 a ^ a l l y ) 
30,000 will endow an instructorship m full. ^ eauipment 400 1,500 
60,000 will endow the maintenance of a married man except for his ^^^^ 卜 ^ � 1„ 巧 1,160 4,000 
100 p r o ! ^ a . n u a l l y for retirin, fund of an unmarried instructor. L a b o = r y equipment, see under Agricultural Build-
2 , = 二二：二二二二：；二：一 = & 广 “ - 二 二 … : : : : ： 二 S 
4 . 0 0 0 w i l 3 > . the a n n u a l r — : a i U > . a n . of a ^ H e < I teacl ier . =；：^！；^：二^二^二: • • • ： • ： • ： • • ： ： : ^ ^ 
200 maintains a sUulent assistant or m = u = - v i c e . t T a n � / n u J r y suppl； h L e (capital) _ 0 
100 maintains a student assistant for half service. ^^^" �* ^ 
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Biology DoparliiieiU 
lininecliale 
Sludeiit assistance 290 
Materials and chemicals 165 
Silk-growing investigations 120 
Apparatus 705 
Laboratory desks and laMes 50 
1,330 
Chemislry Department 
Immediate 
Student assistance 270 
Chemicals and laboratory supplies 1,150 
Glassware for stiident iise 150 
Repairs and sundries 60 
New equipment 300 
1,930 
Manual Training 
lmmecliale 
Stucleiil assistance 50 
Raw material 200 
Equipment and apparatus 200 
Nonnal 
400 
350 
175 
4,140 
200 
5,265 
Normal 
480 
1,400 
250 
70 
3,000 
5,200 
4,50 
Normal 
150 
300 
600 
1,050 
Library 
Books needed: 
Immediate Normal 
Agriculliire $175 $520 
Biology 210 670 
Chemistry 40 280 
Chinese 500 1,000 
Business Administration 100 200 
Economics 70 120 
Education 50 200 
English 170 310 
History 250 450 
High School subjects 125 535 
Physics 60 140 
Philosophy 20 50 
Religion 100 z- 150 
Political Science 25 50 
Sociology 35 60 
General subjects 150 250 
Olher needs: 
Binding magazines 250 650 
Library of Congress cards 220 350 
Shelves and cabinets 120 220 
Magazines 40 60 
Assistant to Librarian 400 500 
Supplies 60 85 
$3,170 S6,850 
Physics Department 
Immediate Normal 
Student aiid other assistants 250 450 
Shop equipment 125 200 
Raw material for apparatus 200 320 
Laboratory apparatus and supplies 500 4,000 
1,075 4,970 
Museum 
Immediate 
Cases and display racks $25 
Specimens to be purchased (most of material is ob-
tained by direct gift) 40 
Miscellaneous expenses 15 
Normal 
$400 
600 
100 
$1,100 
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Medical Department 
After deducting fees received from patients the work of this depart-
ment, properly equipt with four doctors, will cost: 
for one year $18,000 
for one month 1,500 
for one week 350 
for one day 50 
Buildings Needed 
Science Hall $80,000 
Science Hall equipment 20,000 
Agriculture Building 30,000 
Agricultural equipment 10,000 
College Dormitory 35,000 
Sericulture Building 15,000 
Five residences for American staff each 9,000 
Five residences for American staff, including endowment for 
upkeep each 12,000 
Five residences for Chinese staff each 9,000 
Five residences for Chinese staff, including endowment for 
upkeep each 12,000 
Power house and mains $25,000 
Electric wiring and fixtures in dormitories and buildings not 
wired 5,000 
Dining Hall for Secondary School 40,000 
Girls，Dormitory 40,000 
Foreign Children's School 32,000 
Equipment for Foreign Children's School 2,500 
Addition to hospital for Medical work 25,000 
Village houses each 2,500 
Miscellaneous 
Lancl, annually (at about $1 per 100 square feet) $ 2.000 
Farm land (an acre = 43,560 square feet) 20,000 
Pier and harbor 15,000 
Roads and grading, annually 2,000 
New trees and care of trees 500 
Iaiiiicli engine 1,200 
Telephone extensions ‘ 100 
TEMPLE NEAR THE COLLEGE 
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W T E D FRIENDS OF CHINA. 
The Hon. Seth Low, LL.D., was for fourteen years one of 
the Advisors in the administration of the Canton Chris-
tian College and a strong believer in its aims and policy 
regarding a qualified Faculty. Mr. Low ccrtified liis faith 
ill tlie future of tlie College l)y inakiiip generou? provision 
ill liis will for its inainteiunice. Mrs. Low (Annic Wroe 
Scollay), as his j)artiier in all such matters, is also a warm 
friend of the College. 
Mr. Sctli Low was the son of Abiel Abbot Low, who for 
many years； was a mercliaiit in tlie China trade, a busi-
ness which Mr. Seth Low followed for a time. He served 
as Mayor of Brooklyn, 1881-5, President of Columbia 
University, 1890-1901, and Mayor of New York, 1902-3. 
He was a delegate at The Hague Peace Conference, 1899， 
and took a leadin<i part in tlie Ecumenical Conference on 
Foreign Missions, New York, 1900, aiid the World Mis-
sionary Conference, Edinburgh, 1910. 
MRS. SETH LOW HON. SETH LOW 
JOHN HAY, SECRETARY OF STATE, 1898 TO 1905, AND THE “OPEN DOOR POLICY. 
The famous John Hay notes concerning an "Open Door Policy" in China 
were addressed to the American Ambassadors to the Govermiients of 
France, Great Britain, Germany, Russia and Italy, and to the American 
Minister to Japan, asking those governments to make formal declaration 
ol‘ an "Open Door Policy" in the territories held by tliem in China wliereby 
American commercial rights guaranteed by treaty would be recognized. 
The following extract from the note of John Hay, Secretary of State, lo 
Joseph H. Choate, Ambassador to Great Britain, is printed in "Foreign 
Relations of the U. S., 1899，，，page 132: 
“Sir : 
"While the Government of the United States will in no way com-
mit itself to a recognition of exclusive rights of any power within or 
control over any portion of the Chinese Empire under siich agreements 
as have within the last year been made, it cannot conceal its appre-
hension that under existing conditions there is a possibility, even a 
probability, of cemplications arising between the treaty powers which 
may imperil the rights insured to the United States under our treaties 
with China. 
"Tliis Government is animated by a sincere desire that the interests 
of our citizens may not be prejudiced through exclusive treatment by 
any of the controlling powers within their so-called 'spheres of interest' 
in China, and hopes also to retain there an open market for the com-
merce of the world, remove dangerous sources of international irrita-
tion: and hasten thereby united or concerted action of the powers at 
Pekin in favor of tIie administrative -reforms so urgently needed for 
strengthening the Imperial Government and maintaining the integrity 
of China, in which the whole western world is alike concerned."� 
Under date of March 20, 1900, Mr. Hay was able to report thal all the 
powers directly concerned had accepted the declaration suggested by the 
Unitef States. This "Open Door Policy" for China has been the basis of 
American-Chinese friendship, which has been fostered largely by Ameri-
can missions and particularly by American missionary schools. Such work 
as Mr. Hay's and Mr. Straiglil's for China should have fitting memorials. 
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PROPOSED MEMORIAL HALL OF INTERNATIONAL GOOD-WILL. 
S M A L L CONTRIBUTIONS. 
Those men and women of fa i th who have put the large foundation 
8tones into the College have made it possible f o r small year ly contribu-
tions to accomplish a great work. 
Those fa i th fu l f r iends who contribute year ly are giving tlie school its 
daily bread. They are our endowment, and a great deal of our fai th is 
based on them. No matter how small their annual contribution, it does 
'ts own work out there on the h i l l at Canton, and makes them sharers in 
the work. 
FORM OF BEQUEST. 
I give and bequeath to the Trustees of the Canton Christian College, 
incorporated in the State of New York , the sum of : 
dollars. 
CALL FOR TEACHERS. 
Christian Education in China is the most worthwhi le work on earth. 
It constitutes a call of the highest order to the highest order of men and 
women, and should enlist their services and support as a debt and duty 
to God and humanity. 
The Trustees are on constant lookout for teachers of the proper prepa-
ration and devotion to join the staff both for the Secondary and College 
grades. There is always a demand fo r young unmarr ied men to go out 
on short terms to teach in the Middle or High School. 
The Trustees invite correspondence with those to whom such a work 
fo r China appeals. 
B A N K S OF DEPOSIT AND CORRESPONDENCE. 
Lincoln Trust Company, New York . 
International Bank, New York . 
Asia Banking Corporation, New York . 
International Banking Corporation, Canton. 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, Canton. 
Denny, Pomroy & Co., Brokers, New York . 
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WOMEN^S CENTRAL 
Mrs. Frederick H. Dorenius, Chairman 
Frederick L. Al len 
Clara P. Bodman 
Helen H. Cassidy 
Simon Flexner 
John S. Kennedy 
Pamela W. Lyal l 
Mabel C. Mead 
A r t h u r Mitchell 
Charles H. Parkhurs l 
Mrs. Henry W. Peabody 
Mr8. Francis S. Phraner 
Mrs. A. F. Schaufflei 
Miss Romiett Stevens, Ph.D. 
Mrs. Ralph Gordon Sloddarcl 
Mrs. Wi l l iam E. Waters 
Mrs. James A. Webb, J r . 
Mrs. George S. Webster 
Mrs. Alber t F. Wilson 
COMMITTEE. 
Miss Kathar ine C. Griggs, Secretary 
Ex-Officio Members Representing Contributing Groups. 
Miss Beatrice B u c k . . .Student Council, Teachers College, Columbia Univ. 
Miss Emily M. Frank Vassar College Christian Association 
Miss Mary R. Hil lard Mary Hil lard Society 
Miss Louise Homer Mary Hil lard Society 
Miss Ida K i r k Summit Association 
Mrs. Newell H. S t e w a r t . . . . Women's Missionary Society, Central Presby-
terian Church, Summit, N. J . 
Herbert Parsons, Chairman 
Thomas S. Gladding 
Herbert E. House 
George C. Howard 
THE CHINESE GENERAL ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS. 
^ v . Huie Kin , President New Y o r k City Prof . 
Chan Kew, Vice-President New York City T Y 
MEN'S CENTRAL COMMITTEE. 
W, Henry Grant, Secretary 
Paul S. Monroe 
E. W. Rankin 
L. Hollingfiworth Wood 
IN NORTH AMERICA. 
Andrew B. Humphrey 
Clancey M. Lewis 
Samuei B. McCormick 
W. K . Chung, General Secretary Canton, China 
Chen, Secretary New Y o r k City 
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THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION 
OF THE 
CANTON CHRISTIAN COLLEGE. 
The General Association has been constituted in order that the f r iends 
aiid supporterp of the College may consolidate their interest, have a 
recognized relationship lo the College, and be in position to enlist others 
in it8 behalf . It consists of members who contribute to the support or 
endowment of the College and of l i fe members elected by the Trustees. 
It. is governed by a Directing Committee appointed by the Trustees. Local 
Associations, branches of the General Association, fo r the purpose of 
holding par lor meetings and bringing the fr iends of the College together, 
are organized when practicable. 
The General Association represents a united effort to found in Kwang-
tung, China, a system of Christian schools f rom the kindergarten to the 
university with a sufficient number of trained Christian teachers to insure 
individual attention in and out of the classrooms. It stands fo r high edu-
cational standards and the development of Christian manhood and woman-
hood. It aims to provide such academic and technical courses as wil l best 
serve the interests of the people of China and to fit this higher training 
to the individual aptitudes and capacitieB of the students in order that 
their education may be directed to skilled service in the departments of 
work which they may be called upon to enter. In the attainment of these 
aims, it ig the policy of the College to use qualified teachers, preachers, 
lecturers, and to conduct such conferences and suiiimer schools as wil l 
iiiake tIie College caiupus an intellectual and spiritual center. This policy 
has been f u l l y approved by the Chinese and educational experts f r o m 
America and Great Britain, and lias made its work one of world-wide 
interest. 
Members of the General Association can render a real service to the 
work of the College, quite apart f rom what they may fee l f ree to con-
lribute toward its financial support. Their interest and faith in the Col-
lege is of the highest value. Their thought f o r its we l fare cannot but 
express itself in some fo rm and has the dynamic of the sunbeam when 
it warms the earth. Li fe begets l i f e ; interest begets interest. It is im-
possible that the members of such an association should long bear the 
burden of a work like this upon their hearts and nothing come of it. Such 
interest both sustains the courage of those who have put their lives into 
the work and enlists tlie help of those who furnish the means. By be-
coming a member you siiow your approval of the general aims and policy 
of the trustees and faculty, as above stated, and put yourself in a position 
to be kept informed of the progress of the College. Those who desire 
lo become members of the General Association can do so by sending their 
names to the Secretary of the Trustees of the Canton Christian College, 
156 Fi f th Avenue, New York. 
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